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EDITORIAL
Cercetarea hidraulică în vremuri dificile
Cercetarea științifică, inclusiv cercetarea în hidraulică, din
țara noastră este într-un declin permanent de câțiva ani, nu doar
începând cu perioadele pandemiei sau cu conflictele grave din
zonele apropiate. Declinul cercetării din România a început cu
reducerea treptată a fondurilor alocate, cu reducerea numărului de
cercetători și specialiști, dar și cu reducerea fondurilor pentru dotări.
Unitățile sau grupele de cercetare din institute, universități
sau firme au funcționat și în ultimul timp, chiar dacă au existat și
perioade de activitate on-line. Părțile de concepție și analiză au fost

Dr. Ing. Petrin DRUMEA
DIRECTOR PUBLICAȚIE

realizate și de acasă, acestea fiind activități individuale și care au nevoie de liniște și
concentrare, în timp ce părțile de execuție și cele de experiment, care au nevoie de
prezența fizică în baze de producție și în laboratoare, s-au derulat doar cu prezența fizică
și cu respectarea precauțiilor indicate de specialiști. Din aceste motive, activitățile de
cercetare nu au fost împiedicate vizibil de restricțiile pandemiei.
Și cu toate acestea, necazurile pandemiei și ale războiului au influențat masiv
domeniul cercetării. Cum? Simplu! Prin reducerea cererilor industriei și ale altor domenii
economice adresate unităților de cercetare. Pe lângă reducerile determinate de încetinirea
activităților economice, au existat și există și reduceri cauzate de incompetența unor
coordonatori ai domeniului. Sunt curios dacă aceste persoane înțeleg cum acționează ei
asupra moralului lucrătorilor din cercetare și asupra menținerii și dezvoltării domeniului
prin acțiunile lor ciudate, uneori chiar periculoase.
Cercetarea în domeniul hidraulicii, în România, mai dispune doar de câteva centre,
dar foarte puține dispun de laboratoare funcționale. Cercetarea fără laborator și fără
execuție nu reprezintă nimic, sau poate doar o variantă de a mima adevăratul proces.
Deci, să repornim sau, în multe cazuri, să pornim activitatea laboratoarelor!
Cred că în domeniul cercetării, mai rău decât orice, este că prea mulți nepricepuți
iau decizii în locul adevăraților specialiști. Adesea ne învață să brevetăm personaje care
au cel mult o singură cerere de brevet, sau să facem cercetare științifică personaje care au
lucrat oriunde, dar nu în zone specializate în cercetare, iar, mai nou, cum să facem
digitalizare fără ca aceste personaje să înțeleagă sensul conceptului. În aceste condiții, nu
mai e de mirare că numărul specialiștilor scade, iar rezultatele aplicate în economie se
reduc la puține procente. A început să fie greu doar să înțelegem noutățile din domeniu, cu
atât mai puțin reușim să lucrăm cu ele. Și, totuși, încă există șanse de redresare; altfel, o
să mai adăugăm un domeniu despre care o să vorbim la trecut!
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EDITORIAL
Hydraulic research during hard times
Scientific research, including research in hydraulics, in our
country has been in a permanent decline for several years, not
only since the pandemic periods or since the serious conflicts in
nearby areas. The decline of research in Romania began with the
gradual reduction of the allocated funds, with the reduction of the
number of researchers and specialists, but also with the reduction
of the funds for research infrastructure.
Research units or groups in institutes, universities or
companies have continued to carry out their activity in these latter

Ph.D.Eng. Petrin DRUMEA
MANAGING EDITOR

days, even though there have been periods of online activity, too. The design and analysis
parts were also done from remote, these being individual activities that require tranquillity
and concentration, while the execution parts and the experimental parts, which require in
situ activity in shop floors and laboratories, were carried out only with the physical
presence and with the observance of the precautions indicated by the specialists. For this
reason, research activities have not been visibly hampered by pandemic restrictions.
Yet the plagues of the pandemic and the war have had a profound effect on
research. How? Easy! By reducing the demands of industry and other economic areas
addressed to the research units. In addition to the reductions caused by slowed-down
economic activities, there have been - and still are - reductions caused by the
incompetence of some coordinators in the field. I am curious if these people understand
how they act on the morale of research workers and on maintaining and developing the
field through their strange, sometimes even dangerous, actions.
Research in the field of hydraulics, in Romania, has only a few centers left, and very
few of them have functional laboratories. Research without a laboratory and without
physical development is nothing, or maybe just a way to mimic the real process. So, let's
restart, or in many cases start from scratch, the activity in laboratories!
I think that in the field of research, worse than anything, is that too many
inexperienced people make decisions instead of real specialists. We are often taught how
to patent ideas by fellows who have filed at most one patent application, or how to conduct
scientific research by fellows who have worked anywhere else but not in specialized areas
of research, or, more recently, how to implement the digitalization while these fellows do
not even understand the meaning of the concept. Under these conditions, it is no wonder
that the number of specialists is decreasing, and the research results applied in the
economy are reduced to a few percentage points. For many it is beginning to be difficult
even to understand the news in the field, even less we manage to work with them. Yet,
there are still chances for recovery; otherwise, we will add another area that we will talk
about in the past tense!
6
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Experimental Research on a Savonius Helical Turbine with Integrated
Transparent PV Cells
Assoc. Prof. PhD eng. Sanda BUDEA1,*, Lecturer PhD eng. Ștefan-Mugur SIMIONESCU1,
Eng. Octavian LAMBESCU1
1 University

Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania, Energy Engineering Faculty; Department of Hydraulics,
Hydraulic Machinery and Environmental Engineering
* Corresponding author’s e-mail address: sanda.budea@upb.ro; s.simionescu@upb.ro
Abstract: Starting from the observation that the hybrid wind-solar systems are perfectly complementary both
during a day and during a year, an experimental facility was designed and built, consisting of a Savonius
wind turbine with helical blades, covered with thin, transparent film of flexible photovoltaic cells. The
experimental results show a power coefficient of 0.265 for the Savonius helical rotor and operation starting
from wind velocity of 0.65 m/s. This facility can produce energy from two sources, wind and sun, and even
more, it ensures the cooling of the photovoltaic panel, which leads to better energy efficiency. The passive
air cooling of the photovoltaic panel can achieve a reduction of its temperature by 10°C. When using the
active cooling – resulting from the rotation of the Savonius rotor – a cooling with up to 40°C can be obtained.
Regarding the efficiency of the photovoltaic panel, an improvement by 10-12% as effect of the cooling is
recorded. The electrical energy obtained from the photovoltaic panel placed on the blades can ensure the
wind propeller movement at lower wind velocities – it can give the propeller the impulse necessary to
overcome the inertia, before entering the nominal working regime. The total power of this small hybrid
system with 𝐷 = 0.456 m, ranges between 20 ÷ 60 W.
Keywords: Savonius helical; wind turbine; flow spectrum; photovoltaic cells

1. Introduction
Closely related to the concept of sustainable development and correlated with the express
requirement to use energy from renewable sources, this project proposes the creation of a hybrid,
innovative facility for capturing energy from wind and solar sources and converting it to electricity.
The facility consists of a small wind turbine, with vertical shaft and helical profiled blades, covered
with a thin film of photovoltaic (PV) cells, on the principle 2 in 1 (wind and sun in one element).
Compared to the separate use of the two energy sources, the proposed system ensures a higher
efficiency of the wind turbine by profiling the blade, estimating a power coefficient of 0.25 ÷ 0.3 and
starting at low wind velocities, below 1 m/s. At the same time, a good efficiency is ensured to the
photovoltaic source, through active air ventilation, which leads to superior performance.
The Savonius type vertical axis wind turbine was chosen for its advantages: simple construction,
low tower height, no need for wind direction orientation and for defeating inertia very easily. The
innovative idea was to cover the blades with photovoltaic cells and ensure a convenient exposure
to the sun. The article presents the capture of wind and solar energy by designing the wind turbine
blade, profiled-helical, slightly twisted, and wide enough to ensure a surface corresponding to the
photovoltaic source.
The advantages of such a compact hybrid facility are:
 using the 2 wind and sun sources in one element;

more uniform energy generation, more uniform distribution in winter and summer, the
complementarity of the two solutions resulting from figure 1;

the vertical wind turbine operates regardless of the wind direction;

the turbine tower is much smaller compared to the horizontal variants;

the turbine starts from low wind velocities;

the hybrid facility uses a system of photovoltaic cells with parallel connections, to minimize
losses;

the surface required for the location of the hybrid solar wind facility is much smaller than in
the case of separate use of the two components;
7
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the costs of energy obtained in hybrid systems are slightly higher than those of wind
energy, but significantly lower than those obtained only from photovoltaics.

Fig. 1. Solar output peaks in summer and wind output peaks in winter

2. Experimental Set-up
Savonius wind turbines have many advantages, including a high value of starting torque, a simple
design and the ability to operate regardless of wind direction, although they have low aerodynamic
efficiency.
Savonius type vertical shaft wind turbines have been studied in terms of geometry and shape by
Keum Soo Jeon [1], Akwa [2]. “Savonius rotor performance is affected by operational conditions,
geometric and air flow parameters. Maximum averaged power coefficient includes values around
0.05 ÷ 0.30“, [2]. In [3] Kacprzak et al. examine three cross-sections: classic, bach-type and
elliptical. Power coefficients, torque coefficients and torque variation with the angle of incidence are
also determined. Kumar et.al. [4] propose a hybrid design between Darrieus and Savonius turbines
and test the prototypes with asymmetrical profile SH3055 and symmetrical NACA 0018. Helical
Savonius Turbine with different blade type semi-circular (U), elliptical (S), and banesh (L) are
tested in [5] by Wijianti and Saparin. Their tests show an influence of the blade design to the
turbine performances: S type wind turbine rotors have a higher rotational speed than the ones of
type L. Sobczak et al. [6] show the results from a set of numerical investigations on a Savonius
turbine with deformable blades and found power coefficients exceeding 0.30.
2.1 Wind turbine design
Mendoza et al. in [7] investigated partial twisted blades for Savonius blades and Debnath et al. in
[8] proposed a Savonius helical wind rotor for wind turbines with twist angles of 90⁰ and 180⁰ and
investigated the effects of geometric parameters such as the overlap ratio, the effect of the twist
angle on the turbine characteristics. Savonius wind turbines with helical blades have a positive
static torque for all rotor angles and better performance than conventional Savonius wind turbines.
The following models are considered in the design/profiling of vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT)
blades:
a) CFD aerodynamic modelling in order to obtain the optimal blade profile, a method approached
more and more often lately;
b) Maximum momentum / torque theory (Blade Element Momentum BEM).
From aerodynamic modelling and analysis of multiple construction solutions, the vertical wind rotor
must have minimum torque at low speed, to start easily (Savonius type) and high torque at high
speed, to ensure driving force and extract the maximum power from the wind. However, for good
aerodynamic performance, the blade must have a convenient profiling – for the present study, a
helical profile was chosen, by correlating the two forces – lift and drag, and with a good power
coefficient at higher wind velocities.
The velocity distribution on the Savonius helical rotor, with two and three blades [8], was analysed
for different specific twisting angles. Static velocity and pressure distributions were obtained at
rotor angles of 30°, 90° and 180° as shown in figures 2, 3 and 4 (results from CFD simulations [8]).

8
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(i)

(ii)
Fig. 2. Velocity and pressure distributions on the rotor, at rotor angles of 30° (i) and 90° (ii) [8]

Debnath's conclusions [8] were: the 2-blade rotor ensures a better power coefficient; the twisting of
the helical blades with 180° ensures maximum torque.
The power coefficient (𝐶𝑝 ) and the torque coefficient (𝐶𝑡 ) can be calculated using the following
equations:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟
;
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
1
𝜌𝐴(𝑉1 2
2



the power coefficient of any rotor can be expressed as:





the effective turbine power 𝑃𝑡 can be expressed as:
𝑃𝑡 =
− 𝑉2 2 )𝑅𝜔,
where 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 are the wind velocities upstream and downstream of the turbine rotor;
1
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the useful power extracted from the wind, given by the relation: 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜌𝐴v 3 ;



the TSR or the wind rotor speed ratio is given by:





the power coefficient is:

𝐶𝑝 =

𝐶𝑝 =

2

1
𝜌𝐴(𝑉1 2 −𝑉2 2 )𝑅𝜔
2
1
𝜌𝐴𝑉 3
2

;

𝑢

𝜆=𝑉=
𝐶𝑡 =

the torque coefficient of the rotor is:

(1)

𝐶𝑝
𝜆

.

𝑅𝜔
𝑉

=

𝜋𝐷𝑛
;
60 𝑣

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

The dimensions of the wind turbine are 𝐻 = 0.8 m and 𝐷 = 0.456 m. Figure 3 presents a picture of
the wind turbine and a detail with the stiffening profiles of the blades. The twist between the four
stiffening profiles is 180°. The low weight of the turbine and the well-executed mechanical parts
ensure an overcoming of the rotor inertia at wind velocities of 0.65 m/s.
The working hypotheses and characteristics of the wind turbine were calculated as follows:
 wind velocity upstream the rotor: 𝑉 = 5 m/s;
 turbine mass: 𝑚𝑡 = 2.498 kg (consisting of blades with photovoltaic collector,
shaft and bearing);
𝜌
 theoretical power of the wind turbine:
𝑃 = 2 𝐴v 3 = 27.81 W;
(7)
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maximum force:




pressure and pressure force:
torque:

𝜌

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2 v 2 𝐷𝐻 = 22.78 N;

𝑝 = 165.4 Pa, 𝐹𝑝 = 74.43 N;
𝑀𝑡 = 𝑚𝑔𝑅 = 5.58 N∙m.

b)

a)

(8)
(9)

Fig. 3. Picture of the Savonius wind turbine (a)
and detail with the stiffening profiles of the
blades (b)

2.2. The Photovoltaic System
The innovative solution consists in the fact that the helical blades of the Savonius turbine are made
of thin, flexible film of photovoltaic panel. A number of state-of-the-art technologies have led to the
successful development and testing of various photovoltaic cell variants [9], [16]. Fluoropolymercoated solar cells (a transparent film) [10] capture sunlight from any angle and can be applied to
curved surfaces, making it possible to completely cover the curved blades of the wind turbine with
solar cells. Tandem Semi-transparent Perovskite technology [11] ensures an efficiency of
approximately 12.7%. Such a panel was tested in the Renewable Sources of Energy laboratory of
the Hydraulics Department – University Politehnica of Bucharest within the current study.
The characteristics and structure of the photovoltaic panel are shown in Table 1, Figure 4 and
Figure 5.
Table 1: Electrical characteristics of the flexible photovoltaic panel FWAVE 92W [16]
1000 W/m2, 25°C
Maximum output power

100

W

Maximum operating voltage

319

V

Intensity

0.313

A

Open circuit voltage

429

V

0.390

A

Short circuit
800

W/m2,

25°C

Maximum output power

80

W

Maximum operating voltage

298

V

Intensity

0.235

A

Open circuit voltage

393

V

Short circuit

0.317

A

10
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Fig. 4. The structure of the photovoltaic panel FWAVE 92W [16]

Fig. 5. Characteristic curves of the 92W flexible photovoltaic panel [16]

From the design data of the Savonius turbine, a sun exposure surface of the panel of 0.365 m2 can
be ensured with the two blades, so that at a maximum solar radiation of 1000 W/m 2 a power of
16.79W can be obtained. If the effect of active cooling is considered, a final power of up to 19W
was obtained.
For photovoltaic panels to have good efficiencies, they must meet two conditions: their contact
surface with incident sunlight must be clean; the temperature must be as low as possible.
A better option would be a transparent solar panel, so that there are no shading areas, with the
disadvantage that these technologies still have low efficiencies, below 13% [11]. A two-sided
(bifacial) solar panel [12] would be another option.
The cooling methods of photovoltaic solar panels are: air/wind cooling, ice cooling, water cooling or
cold water vapor. Research has shown that the most efficient would be ice cooling [13], which can
increase the energy efficiency by up to 60% [13].
When cooling the photovoltaic panel with air, previous studies have shown that the efficiency can
be improved by 12 – 18%. Kaldellis et al. have found that the efficiency (or power) temperature
coefficient increases between 0.30%/°C and 0.45%/°C when the temperature decreases [14].
3. Results
3.1. Operating characteristics
The operating characteristics of this wind turbine are represented graphically in Figure 6.
Measurements were made up to wind velocities of 4.5 m/s, the values above this velocity resulted
by polynomial extrapolation.
The measurements showed that the rotor overcomes inertia and rotates uniformly at velocities
below 1 m/s, more precisely 0.65 m/s.
11
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Fig. 6. Power (a), torque (b) and power coefficient (c) of the wind turbine

3.2. Visualization of the flow spectrum on the Savonius helical rotor
The air flow around the Savonius rotor was experimentally visualized using a smoke generator and
a plane laser, and pictures were taken with a video camera. Images were obtained for two different
rotational speeds of the turbine shaft, resulting from wind velocities of 3 m/s and 4.5 m/s
respectivelly, as it can be seen in Fig. 7. An extensive study on this subject is presented in [15].

a)

b)

Fig. 7. Flow spectrum for wind velocity of 3 m/s (a) and 4.5 m/s (b)

3.3. Cooling efficiency
Using passive cooling with air of the photovoltaic panel, a reduction of its temperature by only 10°
C can be obtained; by using active cooling, resulting from the rotation of the Savonius rotor, a
cooling by over 40°C can be obtained for high wind velocity. The efficiency can increase by 12%,
so for panels with an efficiency of 18%, by cooling it can exceed 20%, and for transparent or 2sided panels with an efficiency of 9% it can reach 10.6%. This has the effect of producing
additional electricity.
The effect of cooling the photovoltaic panel at different wind velocities was studied. If the effect of
active cooling of the photovoltaic panel is considered, which increases by a maximum of 12% the
efficiency of the panel, a final power resulting from the sun of 19 W can be obtained. This adds to
12
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the 19.95 ÷ 44.33 W generated by wind energy, which leads to a promising result for such a hybrid
system, over to 60 W.
4. Conclusions
In this article, the authors propose a hybrid solar wind system in an innovative solution of Savonius
wind turbine with helical blades, covered with thin film of photovoltaic panel.
Experiments were made on the wind turbine and a small twisting moment was obtained at wind
velocity of 0.65 m/s. The operating characteristics of the wind turbine proposed in the article were
outlined. The paper also includes the visualization of the flow spectrum for two wind speeds,
confirmed by numerical studies from the literature.
The effect of cooling the flexible photovoltaic panel was checked. The total power of the hybrid
system was between 20 ÷ 60 W.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: In this paper, the authors present the theoretical research and simulations performed for
establishing some variants of hydraulic drive for the units that require two or more cylinders. Two simple and
affordable methods that do not entail special expenses are shown comparatively. The solutions can be
applied for systems that do not require very precise positioning, but which must have a good repeatability.
Keywords: Hydraulic cylinders, synchronous travel

1. Introduction. Need for Synchronization
Let us consider the actuation diagram in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Simplified hydraulic diagram of a system with two synchronized cylinders

Cylinders C1 and C2 – with the distance 2 l between them - lift a load of mass M and a weight G.
The load travels on two vertical guideways against a force F positioned at a distance a related to
the axis of symmetry. The cylinders are of the same type but, even in this case, there are inherent
differences between them: different coefficients of friction at the rod and piston, different values of
the flow losses coefficients proportional to pressure (a1 and a2) and of the coefficients of force loss
proportional to speed (b1 and b2) [1, 2, 3].
Initially the cylinders are in lower position. The hydraulic unit (HI) transmits a flow Q to the lower
surfaces S of the two cylinders. The pressure provided by the source has the common value p,
visualized by means of the pressure gauge PG [4]. The specific forces F1 and F2 and masses M1
and M2 correspond to the cylinders C1 and C2. The positions of the cylinders C1 and C2 are defined
by the dimension x and y, respectively [1, 3, 5, 6]. When the cylinders go upwards, it is necessary
to meet at all times the condition:
|𝑥 − 𝑦| < 𝜀
14
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In the relation (1), the allowable difference of size was noted by ɛ. During the lifting, the oil behind
the two pistons passes freely to the tank T.
The hydraulic unit is supplied by a classic pressure source consisting of a constant flow rate pump
and a pressure valve [4].
Under these conditions, the mathematical model of this system is:
𝐹1 =

𝐹2 =

𝑙(𝐹+𝐺)−𝐹𝑎
2𝑙

(2)

𝑙(𝐹+𝐺)+𝐹𝑎
2𝑙

𝑄1 + 𝑄2 = 𝑄
𝑑𝑥

𝑄1 = 𝑆 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑎1 𝑝1 +
𝑑𝑦

𝑄2 = 𝑆 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑎2 𝑝2 +
𝑑2 𝑥

𝑑𝑥

(3)
(4)
𝑉0 +𝑥𝑆 𝑑𝑝1
𝐸
𝑑𝑡

𝑉0 +𝑦𝑆 𝑑𝑝2
𝐸
𝑑𝑡

𝑀1 𝑑𝑡 2 + 𝑏1 𝑑𝑡 + 𝐹1 + 𝐹𝐹1 = 𝑝1 𝑆
𝑀2

𝑑2 𝑦
𝑑𝑡 2

𝑑𝑦

+ 𝑏2 𝑑𝑡 + 𝐹12 + 𝐹𝐹2 = 𝑝2 𝑆

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

In the relations (2) - (8) it was also noted: t – time; FF1 and FF2 – the reduced total friction forces at
each cylinder; V0 - the initial volume of liquid in the circuit of each cylinder; E – the modulus of
elasticity of the oil; p1 and p2 - instantaneous pressures on the S surfaces of the cylinders C1 and
C2.
The synchronous travel in terms of position is ensured by the condition specified in the relation (1).
As soon as both cylinders reach the maximum upper position, the lowering command can be
given. In this case, the mathematical model is similar to the one shown above.
These mathematical models can be extended to more cylinders. High accuracy synchronization
involves the use of expensive equipment, servo or proportional type and of position transducers
(resistive, inductive, optical ones etc.) [4]. The subject of this article refers to the less accurate
synchronized systems, such as the ones for auxiliary kinematic chains of the machine tools [4].
These ones use the classic equipment and do not require position transducers.
In order to study the different variants of actuation, a real case was taken into consideration: the
protective guard of the working area of a vertical lathe [7]. The up and down movement of this
protective guard is actuated by two cylinders. The cylinders have the working surface S = 12.56
cm2 (diameter of 40 mm), stroke c = 900 mm, M1 = 100 Kg, M2 = 150Kg, F1 = 60 daN, F2 = 80 daN.
The pressure valve is set to p = 20 bar and the pump supplies a flow of QP = 9 l/min. In static
conditions, the pressures necessary for the two cylinders are: p1 = 12.73 bar and p2 = 18.31 bar. It
can be noticed that these values are lower than the value set at the pressure valve. In this case,
the time required to achieve the complete stroke at both cylinders is:
𝑡=

2𝑆𝑐
𝑄𝑃

(9)

Making the substitutions in the relation (9) one can get t = 15 s.
In order to observe the behavior of this system in dynamic conditions, specific simulation programs
were used [8].
Figure 2 shows the results of this simulation.
The lifting command was given 10 s after starting the pump. The total lifting time is about 18 s.
Therefore, the lifting time resulted from the static calculation is exceeded by 3 s. In the studied
case, this fact does not mean any trouble. But a real trouble and a nunacceptable fact is that the
cylinder C1 finishes its entire stroke before the cylinder C2 starts. In the case of such a
construction, it is certain that the phenomenon of blocking on the guideways appears.
15
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Fig. 2. Results of simulating the operation of two unsynchronized cylinders

Flow dividers can be used to avoid these situations.
2. Use of Resistive Flow Dividers
Flow dividers are devices that allow a division of the input flow in a well-defined ratio for two
consumers [5]. They can divide the flow into different ratios, such as: 50%/50%, 40%/60% or
30%/70%. They can operate in one direction of the flow or in both directions [5]. Figure 3 shows
the construction and symbol of a flow divider that works in one direction.

a.

b.
Fig. 3. Resistive flow divider

The source supplies the divider with the flow rate Q at the pressure p in the lower part of the body
1. The piston 2 works freely in this part. Depending on the values of the local pressures p1 and p2,
the piston oscillates so that the variations of the flow surfaces S1 and S2 ensure the equality, or the
imposed ratio, of the flows Q1 and Q2 sent to the cylinders C1 and C2.
If the diagram in Figure 1 is supplemented with a resistive flow dividerof 50%/50% type, the
characteristics in Figure 4 are obtained after the simulations.
The time required to complete the stroke is ~16 s, but on this occasion it can be observed that the
movement of the two cylinders is simultaneous at the pressure of p = 18.5 bar and there is no
more the danger of blocking the system.
The advantage of using flow dividers compared to the use of flow regulators [2] is obvious
especially in the cases where the movements of going up and going down are performed in
unrepeatable conditions: change of the forces value, change in mass distribution, variations of
friction forces etc. If precision flow regulators are used, the adjustment once made for certain
16
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conditions becomes useless when changes occur. The flow dividers perform automatically the
adjustmentand the imposed conditions, at anytime.

Fig. 4. The results of simulating the operation of two cylinders synchronized by means of a resistive flow
divider

In some cases, it is necessary for the load moving UP-DOWN to be secured against accidental
falling because of the weight or the occurrence of external forces. For these cases, it is possible to
use the diagram in Figure 5 for ascent, descent and STOP phase.

Fig. 5. Securing system against the accidental falling of the actuated load

To reduce the need for pipes, it is recommended to make a modular assembling of the plate 1,
double unlockable check valve 2 and directional valve 3. When it is not actuated, the directional
valve 3 has a connection of A - B - T type for an efficient locking. The ascent is performed by
actuating the electromagnet E1 and the descent is made by controlling the electromagnet E2. In
order to increase the operation safety, but also for the actuations in case of failure, hydropneumatic accumulators can be used [1, 2, 5, 9, 10].
3. Synchronization of the Travel of the Hydraulic Cylinders Working in “Pliers” System
The lathes intended for the simultaneous machining of the two wheels of an axle used for railroad
cars and locomotives are usually specialized machine-tools and lately have become CNC
machines [11].
The process of bringing the semi-finished product to the position of machining and evacuation is
ensured by two identical hydraulic cylinders that raise/lower and clamp/unclamp the workpiece in
the required conditions of accuracy and safety. The clamping will always be done in the same
position, as the axis of the semi-finished product must be identical to the axis described by the
driving system represented by the two tables (specific to this type of machine). Regardless of the
weight of the semi-finished product and its clamping diameter, the two cylinders will ensure the
conditions mentioned above. It is basically a pair of power “pliers” with hydraulic actuation. Figure 6
shows the actuation diagram of the two cylinders for such a case.
17
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Fig. 6. Actuation diagram of a “pliers” type synchronization system

Pump 4, driven by the electric motor 3, sucks the oil from the tank 1 (T) by means of the suction
filter 2. The maximum pressure in the system p1 is adjusted by means of the pressure valve 7 and
is confirmed by the pressure switch 6, adjusted to the pressure p3 (p3 < p1). The pressure p1 is
permanently displayed on the pressure gauge 10. A pressure p2 at least by 10 bar lower than the
pressure p1 is set at the sequence valve 11. This pressure can be read on the pressure gauge 14
during the clamping and unclamping operations. The check valve 12 ensures the compensation of
the eventual losses from the upper chambers of the cylinders 15 and 16. Those ones have the
surfaces S2. The lower surfaces of the cylinders are also identical and have the value S1. The
throttle valve 13 allows the initial adjustments and the ventilation of the circuit at the initial start.
The cylinder C1 (15) is the one that supports the weight of the semi-finished product that it raises
and lowers. Cylinder C2 (16) is that part of the “pliers” that comes and clamps the semi-finished
product from the top down. The electromagnets E1 and E2 of the directional valve 9 are powered in
order to actuate the cylinders 15 and 16. The accidental pressure drops are avoided by means of
the hydraulic latch 8.
In the STOP phase, the cylinders remain in the last set position thanks to the latch 8. If the
electromagnet E1 is actuated, the oil is sent through the path B of the directional valve 9 on the
surface S1 of the lifting cylinder 15. The oil on the surface S2 of this one feeds the similar surface of
cylinder 16. In the absence of flow losses, the clamping cylinder 16 descends at the same speed
as the cylinder 15 raises.
If the electromagnet E2 is actuated, the oil is sent through the path A of the directional valve 9 on
the surface S1 of the clamping cylinder 16, but also to the sequence valve 11. This one only opens
if the pressure in the system reaches at least the value p2. The flow passing through this is added
to the output flow from the surface S2 of the clamping cylinder 16 and supplies the surface S2 of the
cylinder 15 which goes down. Due to the difference in the surfaces S1 - S2 > 0, the cylinder 16 goes
up and the cylinder 15 goes down. In this case too, they travel at the same speed which, in the
absence of flow losses, will ensure a correct positioning related to the axis of the lathe.
To check the operation of the system, a simulation was performed in AUTOMATION STUDIO [8].
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The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Simulation of the clamping/unclamping function of cylinders working in “pliers” system

It was considered that the flow rate of the pump 4 is Q = 30 l/min, the set pressures are p1 = 45
bar, p2 = 35 bar and p3 = 42 bar. The cylinders are identical and they have the stroke c = 500 mm,
S1 = 78.5 cm2, S2 = 59 cm2.
It is considered that the semi-finished product has the weight G = 1000 daN.
Due to the way in which the two cylinders operate, the total stroke of clamping/unclamping is made
with the value 2xc = 1000 mm. Under these conditions, the necessary time for the clamping and
unclamping during a fixed stroke and in a repeatable position, regardless of the workpiece, is ~18
s. Given the overall size of these machines, but also the weight of the semi-finished products, this
value of time is considered acceptable. The power of the electric drive motor will be about 4 kW.
Figure 8 shows the cylinders C1 and C2 before the assembling in the unit.

a.

b.

Fig. 8. Cylinders C1 and C2 before assembling
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4. Use of Volumetric Flow Dividers
The volumetric flow dividers have a construction similar to the one of the gear pumps [1]. Figure 9
shows the construction and assembly diagram of such a divider for the supply of three consumers.

a.

b.

Fig. 9. Volumetric flow divider for three consumers

Pinions 2 rotate synchronously in housing 1. For each outlet there is a pressure valve, marked
PV1, PV2 and PV3.
These dividers are supplied by a pump QP with a flow rate higher than the required flow Q (QP > Q).
For the example shown in Figure 1, a divider with two outputs (50%/50%) is chosen. If the
pressure regulated at the pressure valves is not reached in each circuit, the differences that appear
between the flows supplied to the two cylinders are caused by possible losses or oil
compressibility.
The results of the operation simulation in this case are presented in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Results of simulating the operation of two synchronized cylinders using a volumetric flow divider

In this case, too, the travel of the cylinders is synchronously made at different pressures: p1 = 12.65
bar and p2 = 18.15 bar. After the stroke of both cylinders, the pressure becomes, in both cylinders,
p1 = p2 = p = 20 bar.
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5. Conclusions
The synchronous movement of two or more hydraulic consumers (cylinders or rotary hydraulic
motors) is difficult to achieve by using throttles or flow control valves. Even if a proper adjustment
of these ones is performed, it will become inefficient in time because of the changes that occur
during operation.
For the synchronous travel of two or more hydraulic systems that do not require positioning
accuracy of the order of tenths of a millimeter, it is recommended to use flow dividers. If only two
identical cylinders are operated, and the flows are small (in order of magnitude below 10 l/min),
resistive flow dividers can be used successfully. These ones can also provide uneven flow rates to
the two cylinders.
In case of higher flow rates or when several cylinders are operated, the recommended solution is
to use volumetric flow dividers.
If it is intended to avoid the uncontrolled movement of the load due to weight, unforeseen forces or
failures, the “hydraulic latch” type securing systems will be used.
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Abstract: Nowadays, the most often used fire extinguisher material for fire extinguishing is still water, whom
transportation can be conducted in different fire extinguishing systems to the spot of fire. The quantity of the
water mass, which can be extracted of the fire extinguisher system depends on the applied unit, and is
influenced by losses that occur during water transportation. It is very important to examine the losses
occurring inside the water supply system, since they influence the quantity of extracted water, thus the fire
extinguishing itself. To be aware with this topic in more detail, to increase the efficiency of fire extinguishing
in practice, we examine in our paper the terms of occurring losses in the most commonly used centrifugal
pump operated fire extinguisher systems, particularly regarding effective fluid movement. The aim of our
research is to determine the optimal conditions for fire extinguisher systems, and further to help the work of
firefighters.
Keywords: Fire fighting system, operation parameters, losses, effective fluid flow, optimization

1. Introduction
The transportation of fire extinguisher water from the source is made possible most of the times by
the fire extinguisher system assembled by firefighters. Its parts are the pump, hose, manifolds and
nozzles. According to the requirements of usage, numerous equipment were developed. Among
pumps that are capable of water transportation, fire extinguisher pumps constitute a separate
group, these can withstand due to their structure, operation in non-optimal conditions [1]. However,
it has to be in consideration, that there can be severe differences between the nominal liquid
movement performance given by the manufacturer and the extracted water mass from the fire
extinguisher system [2]. These can derive from the attributes of the area and the losses that occur
in the water transporting system. It is inevitable to take the occurring losses into consideration
while examining the effective liquid movement in fire extinguisher systems. The achieved results
help in practice to ensure safety operation in long-term.
2. Creating a calculation model
In case of fire extinguisher pumps, performance parameters are measured in most cases along
with 1.5 – 3 meters pumping depth, with a measuring unit placed directly onto the discharge port of
the pump, they measure it between different speed boundaries. During fire extinguishing tasks,
these conditions cannot be realized, changing the intake and pressure height mean performance
variation in case of centrifugal pumps, the water mass can decrease in a given time period. To
realize optimal operating conditions during fire extinguishing tasks is inevitable, however, on-spot
conditions, equipment available do not always enable these, thus real pressure and water mass
22
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values cannot meet the desired ones. After studying data in available literature, we found only the
part of solutions, but we have not found a unique and obvious answer to the problem. There is a
strong need for complex calculations while every possible loss is taken into account. This cannot
be conducted during an accident due to time factor. As a solution, we decided to compile a
simplified calculation model, that represents the necessary elements for conducting fire
extinguishing tasks, as system. The necessary data and formula for the calculations, we have
collected, is also published in this paper. To ease the calculations, we assembled a simple fire
extinguisher system and used it. The elements of the base model can be extended, if necessary.
The elements of the system assembled are the following:





Centrifugal pump,
Standard inlet and discharge fire hoses,
Manifold,
Nozzle.

The examined and assembled fire extinguisher from the elements mentioned above, consists of a
centrifugal pump and ray “C”. As pump, a Rosenbauer Fox III. Portable pump is examined that is
used in EU countries everyday, its supply comes from artificial water tank, in intake operation
mode. As requirement that has to be met in case of the arranged fire extinguisher system, it is
determined that the pump should support the water mass necessary to operate the DIN EN 151823 type nozzles and to ensure 5 bar water pressure to create a proper ray in 10 meter fire fighting.
The next figure shows vertical image of the assembled fire extinguisher system.

Fig. 1. The vertical structure of fire extinguisher system (Source: authors’ compilation, marking of [3]
used)

To meet our demands, all rays of the system have to ensure a water ray of Q=0.00343 m3/s (206
l/p) volume flow, with a nozzle operated in h= 10 m height whose nozzle has an outlet with dL2=12
mm diameter. The length of water supply hoses is L=40 m. To examine the fire extinguisher
system, we have to determine the operation point to the operation speed of the pump.
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Further task is to calculate the impulse force that impacts on the nozzle and on the fire fighter who
holds it. According to Paul Spurgeon [4] the pressure of the liquid in the discharge port of the pump
can be defined as the sum of pressure losses:
p  pL  pt  ph  po
(1)
In the equation:
 p :pump pressure
 p L : pressure at nozzle


 pt : friction loss of fire hoses



p h : pressure loss coming from lifting



p o : pressure loss of units (for e.g. manifold, transfer piece, pressure stabilizer unit)

In the following, we represent the calculation method for certain pressure losses in case of one ray.
2.1 Pressure loss of fire hoses
After studying the available literature about the pressure losses of fire hoses, we could determine,
that data show differences, thus we calculated the pressure loss in meters in correspondence to
volume flow, accordint to data in [3]. After converting the data from anglo-saxon measurement
units to the SI units, the two most frequent dimensions were 2” and 3”, so 52 and 75 mm as hose
diamater. We edited the diagrams that contain the pressure loss for every meters, these are in
Figure 2. Parabolas can be fitted on the measurement points with a good estimation.
The ratio in case of the 52 mm diameter “C” hose: 𝑐52 = 3.4 · 107 𝑃𝑎𝑠 2 /𝑚6.
In case of 75 mm diameter “B” hose 𝑐75 = 5.1 · 106 𝑃𝑎𝑠 2 /𝑚6 .
We have to mention, that these values can differ in a small extent depending on the manufacturers
and age of hose – although they have to meet the requirements of the standards.

Fig. 2. Pressure loss to every meter of 52 and 75 mm diameter (Source: authors’ compilation)
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2.2 Pressure difference of nozzle
A key element in the system, is the nozzle, which actually is, two confusors connected into two, inbetween them a combined closing unit is assembled. The following figure shows a DIN EN 151823 type confusor used with nozzle.

Fig. 3. Drawing of confusor and the cross-section of nozzle (Source: authors’ compilation and [5])

The pressure drop and volume flow data of nozzles are represented as a table format in MSZ 1059
5
standard. A 12 mm diameter nozzle has a pressure drop of p L  5  10 Pa in case of m Q=206
l/min=0.00343 m3/s volume flow. We have to mark, that pressure difference is not totally a loss,
since kinetic and pressure energy in the inlet cross-section of the nozzle convert into velocity
energy. If the pressure-volume flow data for the appropriate type of hose is not available, we can it
calculate with a good estimation only with the known geometries.
As we write the Bernoulli-formula between the in- and outlet of the nozzle, pressure and kinetic
energy convert into pure kinetic energy [5]:

p L v 2L1 v L2 2


2
2


(2)

Velocities are determined by the volume flow, the pressure difference existing between the in- and
outlet cross-section of the nozzle, the following correlation can be determined:
𝜌

1

1

∆𝑝𝐿 = 2 (𝐴2 − 𝐴2 ) 𝑄 2 =
⏟ 𝐿2
𝐿1
𝑘𝐿

1000 42
1
· 𝜋2 (0.0124
2

1

− 0.0524 ) 0.003432 ≈ 460 𝑘𝑃𝑎

(3)

The standard calculates with 96 percentage discharge loss, thus p L  480 kPa.
This value barely differs from the value presented in the table – probably rounded – 500 kPa.
Pressure drop that occurs in the nozzle – similarly to the pressure loss of the hose – is proportional
10
2
6
to the volume flows quadriatic. The ratio for the given nozzle: k L  4  10 Pas / m
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Fig. 4. The pressure drop of the 12 mm diamater nozzle in correspondance of volume flow (Source: authors’
compilation)

In case of the nozzle, it is necessary to mention, that an impulse force acts on the nozzle and it
cannot be neglected. This force is originated by the narrowing cross-section of the hose and so the
impulse of the liquid changes.
Impulse force can be calculated from

 ( v 2  v1 )  
Fm

A1  A 2 2
Q
A1 A 2

(4)

correlation. Impulse force is represented in correspondence of volume flow, in case of the 12 mm
diameter nozzle:

Fig. 5. Impulse force in correspondence of volume flow, in case of nozzle with 12 mm diameter (Source:
authors’ compilation)
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2.3 Pressure loss due to lifting and the pressure loss of the manifold
In case of the pressure loss coming from lifting, we can calculate with 1 bar per meter, so 105 Pa
loss [6]. Manufacturers usually do not, or just in certain cases, define the resistance coefficient of
the unit, that has to be determined with calculation later [3]. According to the referred source, in
case of the manifolds, pressure drop has to be considered with 10 PSI, so 0.69 bar losses [6].
3. Conclusions
In our research work we determined the losses occuring in fire extinguisher systems. After
executing the calculations, represented earlier and evaluating the results, we determined that the
fire extinguisher system, we created, can be operated in practice. The required water yield and
pressure at the nozzles could be supplied by the pump. By analysing our results, we determined,
that there are differences between the extracted water masses in case of rays operated on
different levels. This has to be taken into account during fire fighting. We could conclude, that
inside fire hoses during operation, signifiant losses occour. The examination of the pump is also
inevitable, because without it, there is no obvious conclusion, whether our pump is capable of
operation in given condition with the required water yield and pressure supply. During result
analysis, with the proper conclusions, the operation of water supply systems can be supported.
With the application of the represented calculations, the examination of assembled fire extinguisher
systems can be easily carried out and experiences can be adapted to practice, so as, water supply
problems can be prevented that are originated from inproper operation.
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Abstract: ARX-type parametric autoregressive models were used to identify the best fit to precipitation
effective data and direct statistical runoff corresponding to a 100 years return period, under assumption that
a runoff rain process can be treated as a linear system; this model was validated with data from another rain
runoff event corresponding to a 10,000 years return period; the best model obtained was the ARX 1 1 1 type.
It consists of two correspondence rules, one hydrograph for rise branch and another for recession, since in
this way the highest model adjustment percentages (76%) were achieved with both the measured data and
those of the validation.
Keywords: Return period, Rainfall-Runoff, ARX models, Canseco Dam

1. Introduction
The problem to estimating direct runoff hydrograph generated by an effective precipitation event
associated with a return period has a lot importance in hydraulic and hydrological studies for
hydraulic design structures [1]. Recently, many studies are focused to estimating runoff for
forecasting purposes and considering real-time systems; in these cases, the problem of nonlinearity is argued [2, 3]. Selecting variables, one of the most influence a rain-runoff process has
led to the implementation of sensitivity analysis procedures [4]. In [5] three types of rainfall runoff
models are identified: physically based ones that take into account rainfall, runoff, soil moisture,
soil type and use, and basin physiography; somewhat more simplified conceptual models that
group the concepts of infiltration and retention losses in shrubs and theoretical or data-driven
models that only find the correspondence rule between the rain process and runoff. In this study
we will highlight models of this nature.
Rainfall runoff process can be analyzed as a system with an input signal to a system (excess
precipitation) and an output from the system (direct runoff hydrograph). Runoff commonly occurs
with a certain time delay with respect to the occurrence of precipitation and its behavior comes to
depend both on the rain in the time analyzed and on the rain and the runoff itself in previous times.
Under this conception, an analogy can be made with a parametric identification of systems and
applied to the case of statistical rains, that is, data from a mean hyetogram of the basin and direct
runoff that it would produce, for a given return period (previously obtained with help for example, a
distributed model physically based or conceptual type to which a theoretical data-drive model is
applied to map rainfall in runoff and this model in turn applied to estimation of direct runoff
hydrographs for storms. corresponding to another return period for the same analyzed basin.
This paper describes the Matlab software toolbox tools use [6, 7], to obtain with an optimization
process, the best fit ARX model for the transformation of effective rain into direct runoff. Input data
correspond to the hyetogram of mean precipitation corresponding to a 10 years return period and
the inflow to Canseco reservoir dam located in Veracruz, Mexico [8, 9]; which is identified as a
closed basin. Validation data are from another statistical event corresponding to an effective
rainfall hyetogram corresponding to a 10,000 years return period. In a first stage, 50 percent of the
data were considered to identify the best AX model and 50% data from same event for validation;
but in that case, ARX model gave high adjustment errors, barely a 42% fit, so it was decided to
separate problem considering a function defined with two correspondence rules, one for ascent
branch of the hydrograph up to time peak and another correspondence rule for descent leg to base
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time. With this consideration applied to the event with a 10 years return period, an ARX model was
obtained that gave a 76% correspondence in adjustment in ascending branch with used data to
identify (Tr = 10 years) and a similar value when applying data model for validation (Tr = 10,000
years), while in the descending branch the percentage of adjustment was 98%.
2. Methodology
2.1 Study site
In this paper, we used as a starting mean hyetogram point data for basin and runoff, corresponding
to 100 and 10,000 years return periods (Table 1), they were obtained with a statistical procedure
and a runoff rain model for the Canseco Dam. located in Laguna de Catemaco, that is, it is a
closed basin (see Fig. 1), located in Los Tuxtlas Volcanic Massif, in the southeast of the state of
Veracruz, Mexico. It is located at the coordinates 95 ° 04 '6.98''W, 18 ° 24' 6.71''N, limited by the
extreme geographic coordinates 18º 21 'and 18º 27' of northern latitude and 95º 01 'and 95º 07' of
western longitude, 332 m above sea level. It is part of the Rio Papaloapan basin [8, 9].
Table 1: Mean basin hyetogram (effective rainfall hpe) and direct runoff (Qd) for return period Tr = 100 and
10,000 years
Tr=100 years
Tr

Tr=10000 years

hpe

Qd

hpe

Qd

h

(mm)

3

(m /s)

(mm)

(m3/s)

1

0.55

0

0.9

0

2

0.86

1.76

1.4

2.88

3

1.19

9.57

1.94

15.61

4

1.53

23.11

2.5

37.68

5

1.98

39.36

3.21

64.16

6

2.99

57.97

4.86

94.47

7

3.5

79.86

5.68

130.12

8

3.96

106.89

6.43

174.02

9

5.07

136.89

8.22

222.64

10

7.15

168.64

11.6

274.05

11

14.73

208.49

23.93

338.64

12

156.85

276.04

255.07

448.3

13

37.04

639.11

60.29

1039.15

14

15.24

1641.23

24.81

2669.33

15

9.27

2585.45

15.1

4204.42

16

8.37

2828.08

13.63

4598.63

17

6.13

2554

9.99

4153.31

18

3.96

2062.49

6.44

3354.46

19

3.8

1634.43

6.19

2658.55

20

2.64

1287.27

4.3

2094.06

21

1.48

1011

2.42

1644.79

22

0.34

791.91

0.55

1288.45

23

0

614.5

0

999.86

h

(mm)

3

(m /s)

(mm)

(m3/s)

24

0

467.12

0

760.09

25

0

345.48

0

562.17

26

0

250.13

0

407.02
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Tr=100 years

Tr=10000 years

Tr

hpe

Qd

hpe

Qd

27

0

179.13

0

291.48

28

0

127.95

0

208.2

29

0

91.39

0

148.72

30

0

65.28

0

106.23

31

0

46.63

0

75.88

Fig. 1. Canseco Dam basin and climatologic weather stations. Source [8]

2.1 Parametric models for linear systems
For simplicity, parameter models general form for linear systems identification is given by equation
1 [6], which is known as the prediction error model (PEM)

A(q 1 ) y(t ) 

B(q 1 )
C (q 1 )
u
(
t
)

e(t )
F (q 1 )
D(q 1 )

(1)

Where u (t), y (t) and e (t) are input, output and system noise respectively; A, B, D and F are
polynomials as a shift operator function (q-1).
By choosing a structure from previous general model, simplified models are obtained, of which
following ARX (exogenous autoregressive model), ARMAX (Autoregressive Moving Average
Exogenous), OE (Output Error) and Box-Jenkins structures are for practical use:
2.1.1 ARX Model

A(q 1 ) y (t )  B (q 1 )u (t )  e(t )

(2)

A(q 1 ) y (t )  B(q 1 )u (t )  C (q 1 )e(t )

(3)

2.1.2 ARMAX Model
2.1.3 OE Structure

y (t ) 

B(q 1 )
u (t )  e(t )
F (q 1 )

30

(4)
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2.1.4 Box-Jenkins Structure

y(t ) 

B(q 1 )
C (q 1 )
u
t
(
)
e(t )

F (q 1 )
D(q 1 )

(5)

In this paper, only ARX models use is highlighted.
2.2 Parametric models identification in Matlab software Functions
Within Matlab editor, you can call functions that allow linear models generation; this is a general
way to obtain vector model is:

th  model ([ output imput ], ths)

(6)

Where: model: it will be ARX if you are looking for ARX model shape, ARMAX, if you want to
identify an ARMAX model; column vector output with system output data, column vector input with
system input data and ths row vector containing parameters number of the model being tested and
in its the most general form it and has the elements:

ths  na nb nc nd

nf

nk 

(7)

Where na, nb, nc, nd, nf are polynomials coefficients number of A, B, C, D and F of ec 1 or chosen
structure (2 to 5) and nk is input and output delay times number.
2.3 Optimal structure selection
To select the model order to choose, tests can be made with different coefficients and delays in ths
vector to make a comparison with a criterion help, for example, mean square error or by checking
model parameters number to choose the best. Matlab software basin with functions designed to
perform a several models automated test, obtaining their loss functions (which corresponds to the
case in which mean square error between observed data and calculated with model gives
minimum value) and between them indicates one that provides the smallest adjustment error; For
this, it must consider data to make identification or obtain from model and data to make model
validation; necessary instructions for this are highlighted in Fig. 2

nn=struc([1:10],[1:10],[1:10]);
v=arxstruc(datos_ident, datos_val,nn);

nn=selstruc(v)
Fig. 2. Instructions for obtaining optimal structure for ARX models.

In Fig. 2 struc is a matrix that contains structures result from combinations na, nb and nk in case
of ARX models, arxstruc returns loss functions given vector that contains t input and output data to
identify, vector that contains data for model validation and matrix struc and instruction selstruc
returns the model that has the lowest loss function value.
Once the optimal model is identified, vector th of equation 6 is formed to generate it.
For model validation, instruction comparison is used (vector to identify or vector to validate, th) to
presents the figure of to fit between data used to estimate model and data calculated by model or
fit between data for validation and data that model calculates for those validation points.
We can also obtain residuals or errors that model commits graphically with instruction resid (vector
to identify or to validate, th).
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The following section highlights an example of the application of these procedures.
3. Application and results
3.1 Test 1 with ARX model and 50% storm 1 data for identification and 50% for validation
Statistical storm data were used for the return period Tr = 100 years and data first half was used
for identification vector and next half for validation vector, when using instructions to optimize it
was obtained that the best model is:

Q(t )  1.654Q(t  1)  1.741Pe(t  1)

(8)

When we applied validation data model to compare instruction, a 42% adjustment percentage was
observed, but when we comparing against data entered for identification, an 88% adjustment
percentage was observed. (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Data Comparison used to identify and validate vs ARX model calculations

Given that direct runoff hydrograph upward and downward branches pass through an extreme
point, identifying two behaviors; it problem can be analyzed with a function defined by two
correspondence rules.
3.2 Test 2 with ARX model
Data in table 1 were divided into two groups considering storm 1 hydrograph of ascending branch
(Tr = 100 years) as data to identify and storm 2 ascending branch (Tr = 10000 years as data to
validate first model correspondence rule to estimate runoff; and the other hand, hydrograph of
storm 1 descending branch (Tr = 100 years) was considered to identify and storm 2hydrograph of
descending branch (Tr = 10000 years) to identify validate second model correspondence rule to
estimate runoff.
With these considerations and when did optimization process for ascending and descending
branch, the following function was obtained with two correspondence rules:
1.258𝑄𝑑(𝑡 − 1) + 3.041𝑃𝑒(𝑡 − 1); 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑝
𝑄(𝑡) = {
0.7508𝑄(𝑡 − 1) + 21.17𝑃𝑒(𝑡 − 1); 𝑡𝑝 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑏

(9)

Ascending and descending branches comparison with data for identification and with data for
validation we can observed in Figs. 4 to 7.
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Fig. 4. Ascending branch comparison with identification data

Fig. 5. Ascending branch validation with validation data
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Fig. 6. Descent branch Comparison with identification data

Fig. 7. Descent Branch Comparison with Validation Data

Figures 4 to 7 show a model better fit for descending hydrograph branches.
Residuals of each correspondence rule with validation data appear in Figs. 8 and 9.
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Fig. 8. Validation data residuals and those calculated by ascent branch model

Fig. 9. Validation data residuals and those calculated by ascending branch model

From Figs. 8 and 9 above, it is observed that in ascent branch model validation presents less
difficulties in reproducing data, while for descending, greater differences are observed between is
estimated by model and validation data.
Hydrograph calculated complete drawing for Tr = 100 years using original input data (rainfall and
runoff in previous step) is in Fig. 10 and calculated hydrograph for Tr = 100 years using runoff data
that is calculating model appears in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 10. Identification hydrograph comparison and the calculated hydrograph model with two correspondence
rules and identification runoff data. Event Tr = 100 years
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Fig. 11. Identification hydrograph Comparison and hydrograph model calculated with two correspondence
rules and runoff data calculated with the model. Event Tr = 100 years

Estimated hydrograph with model for Tr = 10000 years using original rainfall and runoff data
appears in Fig. 12 and the hydrograph calculated for Tr = 10000 years with given rainfall and runoff
generated by the model appears in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12. Validation hydrograph comparison and calculated model hydrograph with two correspondence rules
and validation runoff data. Event Tr = 10000 years
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Fig. 13. Validation hydrograph comparison and calculated hydrograph model with two correspondence rules
and validation runoff data. Event Tr = 10000 years

From Figures 10 to 13 an underestimation in hydrograph is observed, peak flow and therefore in
runoff volume in two calculated storm cases.
Table 2 indicates peak flow and volumes obtained in each cases from Figures 10 to 13 and
difference percentages found in said variables.
Table 2: Differences percentages in peak flow and hydrographs volume with original data and model
calculated with two correspondence rules of equation 8
Original Data

ARX

Tr

Qpcalcdcalc

%
difference
Qpcalc
dorig

Qpcalcdcalc

years

Qp
m3/s

Qpcalc dorig
m3/s

m3/s

100

2828.08

3280.69

1922.70

16

32

10000

4598.63

5335.08

3126.87

16

32

Original Data

ARX

V
hm3

VQdorig
hm3

Tr
years

%
difference
VQdcalc
hm3
37

VQdorig

VQdcalc
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100

Qp
73.11

Qpcalc dorig
70.55

51.10

%
difference
Qpcalc
dorig
3

10000

118.91

114.75

83.12

3

Original Data

ARX

Tr

Qpcalcdcalc

Qpcalcdcalc
30
30

4. Conclusions
ARX Linear parametric models type was obtained to estimate direct runoff hydrograph from design
precipitation data and a previously known runoff value (in this case, they were hourly rainfall and
runoff data).
ARX optimal model when considering 50% of data for identification and 50% of data for validation
and the storm itself presented difficulty in fully hydrograph reproducing, so it was decided to
assume hydrograph shape with function behavior a definiteness by two correspondence rules, one
for its ascending branch and other for its descendent branch.
Optimal models determined for each correspondence rule were of the same order na = 1, nb = 1
and nx = 1, and they were able to ascending branches reproduce with adjustments of 76% and
98%, respectively, when original data using, although in general, there is an underestimation in
calculated hydrographs peak flow.
When hydrographs are calculated from known precipitation data and calculated runoff data, it is
observed that model manages to reproduce ascending branch with a better fit than descending
branch.
Model shape suggests that dependence that naturally occurs in basin rain runoff process, since a
runoff time dependence is observed, on rainfall that occurred in a previous instant of time but also
on existing runoff at instant previous.
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of the experiment of behavior and resistance to vibration cavity
erosion, carried out on cast aluminum alloy 5083 heat treated by hardening at 450 °C and maintained for 12
hours at the artificial aging temperature of 180 °C. Following the experiment carried out in the Cavitation
Erosion Research Laboratory of the Politehnica University of Timișoara, it is found that the duration of 12
hours is insufficient to increase the resistance to cavitation erosion, as evidenced by the destruction of caves
in the shape of pits.
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mechanical properties

1. Introduction
Aluminum-based alloys have a very high industrial application due to their low weight and
acceptable mechanical property values [1-3]. Among these applications, for our study, is of interest
in the field of vehicles and river vessels [1], where there are demands of hydrodynamic currents
with erosion by cavitation [4, 5]. Such parts are the rotors of the pumps for cooling the car engines
and the propellers of the boats and engines for the propulsion of pleasure boats [6, 7, 8, 9], which
after a number of hours of operation have surfaces with pitting erosion, sometimes with very large
caverns, which requires the repair of the eroded area, or even the replacement of the part.
2. Researched material
The experimental program was carried out on samples taken from 5083 cast aluminum alloy and
heat treated by volumetric hardening at 450 °C followed by artificial aging at 180 °C (see the
cyclogram of the heat treatment, in fig. 1). Data on the chemical composition and mechanical
properties of the researched semi-finished alloy can be found in [1, 3, 6, 7].
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Fig. 1. Cyclogram of volume heat treatment

For the analysis of the data obtained in the detailed experiment, this paper preserves the
symbolism given in the bibliographic references and mentioned in the web pages [1], (Witness (H))
for the sample taken from the semi-finished product and HNL for the heat treated sample.
3. Research equipment and method
The experimental research program was carried out in the Cavitation Erosion Research Laboratory
on the vibrating device with piezoceramic crystals [4], fig. 2, within the Politehnica University of
Timișoara, using the stationary sample method (fig. 2b) [4, 10].

Fig. 2. Standard vibrating device
1- sonotrode; 2- electronic ultrasound generator; 3- electronic device for regulating the water temperature; 4the vessel with liquid and the cooling coil; 5- piezoceramic transducer 20 KHz and 500 W; 6- computer for
parameter control; 7- test for cavitation testing (d = 15.8 mm, length = 16 mm); 8- sample fixing device for
performing the experimental test

The total duration of a test, the intermediate periods, the liquid environment, the processing and
interpretation of the recorded data are in accordance with the custom of the laboratory [4, 10, 11,
12] and those prescribed in the international standard ASTM G32-2016 [13].
For the purpose, three samples were tested in double distilled water, according to the requirements
imposed by ASTM G32-2016.
According to the rigors related to the appearance of the surfaces at the beginning of the cavitation
test, they were polished to a roughness, Rz = 0.2 ÷ 0.8 µm.
Throughout the cavitation test, the functional parameters of the device (double vibration amplitude
of 50 µm, oscillation frequency of 20 ± 0.1 KHz, electric power supply of the electronic ultrasonic
generator of 500 W) and distilled water temperature of 22 ± 1 °C, which determines the
hydrodynamic regime of the cavitation, respectively the intensity of destruction by micro-jets and
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shock waves produced by the implosion of cavitation bubbles, were kept at constant values, due to
the fact that the whole operation program is computer controlled and controlled specially built for
this purpose [12].
4. Experimental results
4.1 Specific curves and parameters
Construction of specific cavitation curves (analytical curves), which serve to determine the values
of the cumulative average depth (MDEmax) achieved by eroding the vibrating cavity in the surface
structure, as well as the final bearing speed MDERs (known as stabilization rate of surface erosion
[4, 10, 13]), was made starting from the algebraic mean values of the mass losses (mi)
determined at the end of the intermediate periods ti (5, 10 and 15 minutes) with the analytical
balance type Zatklady which has an accuracy of 10-5 grams.
The analytical relations of the curves, detailed as a way of constructing in [14], have the form:
- for the variation of the cumulative average depth
MDE(t) = At(1-e-Bt)

(1)

- for average erosion rate (erosion rate)
MDER(t) = A(1-e-Bt) + ABte-Bt

(2)

where:
A - is the scale parameter, statistically established for the construction of the
approximation/mediation curve, provided that the deviations of the experimental points (values)
from it are minimal;
B - is the shape parameter of the curve.
The values of these coefficients can be seen in the diagrams in fig. 3 and 4 containing the curves
MDE (t) and MDER (t).
The areas delimited by the dark red curves define the time interval in which the mass loss or
destruction of the structure is pronounced. These variations are very well highlighted by the
photographic images (macro) and SEM in fig. 5 and 6.

Fig. 3. Variation of the average erosion depth with the duration of exposure to cavitation
((A = 0.109, B = 0.035)
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Fig. 4. Variation of the average erosion rate with the duration of exposure to cavitation
((A = 0.109, B = 0.035)

The data in Fig. 3 and 4 show:
1- The most significant mass losses, with important differences between the values of the speeds
between two successive measurements, are recorded in the range 45-120. These speed jumps
are in accordance with the macro-photographic images in fig. 5 and SEM (profilogram) in fig. 6;
2- The erosive mechanism of the first 30 minutes is observed, in which the mass losses are
caused by the elimination of the roughness tips and the abrasive dust. The actual material losses
are reduced, in the structure developing elasto-plastic deformations and crack networks [5, 7, 9,
10, 13, 14];
3- The shape of the approximation / mediation curve of the experimental values, with a difference
of 11 µm / min between the maximum value (MDERmax,m= 0.122 µm/min) and the one towards
which it tends to stabilize (MDERs= 0.111 µm/min), is specific to surfaces with average mechanical
properties in value (Brinell Hardness = 80.7 HB and Resilience = 18 J, Rp0.2 = 144.5 MPa, Rm =
311.21 MPa), which gives this condition a behavior specific to materials with low resistance to
cavitation [5, 10, 15, 16];
4- After 120 minutes and until the end of the test, the erosion process takes place at approximately
constant speed (the differences between the experimental, successive values of erosion rates are
insignificant, within the range of deviations, specific to this hydrodynamic process), reason for
which the variation of the MDE(t) curve over this time interval is approximately linear, and of the
MDER(t) curve is asymptotically decreasing towards the stabilization value of the MDERs. The
explanation given in the literature [5, 16] is put on the hardening of the superficial layer of the cavity
surface and on the attenuation of the impact forces by the air penetrated in the caverns;
5- Significant difference, of about 40%, between the maximum value obtained by experiment
(MDERmax. exp = 0.171 µm/min) and the one defined by the mediation curve (MDERmax,m= 0.122
µm/min), even if it is recorded at the same cavitation duration (90 minutes, fig. 4). This aspect is
another proof of the complexity of the mechanism by which the structure responds to the cavitation
request and by which the effect of the duration of maintenance on the heat treatment of aging on
the structure and mechanical properties, as value and mode of distribution in the sample volume.
4.2 Morphology of surface degradation
The evolution of the surface structure degradation, obtained as a result of the mentioned heat
treatment, is shown in the photographic images from fig. 5, made with the Canon Power Shot A
480 camera.
The erosion profile, created by the caverns in the area of the surface destroyed by the cavitation, is
shown in fig. 6 by the SEM image, recorded after the end of the test (the 165 minutes of exposure
of the cavitation attack).
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15 min

60 min

120 min

165 min

Fig. 5. Macro-photographed images after different times

Fig. 6. Structural aspect in transversal cross-section and frontal section
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The images in fig. 5 and 6 lead to the following findings:
- the photo images in fig. 5 show that the cavitational erosion of the surface starts as early as 1530 minutes, as shown in fig. 3 and 4, but substantial, large losses, with the creation of deep
caverns in depth, shape After 45 minutes of exposure to cavitation, the caverns deepen and
material losses are close, causing approximately constant erosion rates. The causes have been
set out above;
- from fig. 6 shows an enormous difference (over 25 times) between the value of the maximum
depth of the cave caught in the section plan (451 µm, fig. 6) and the maximum average cumulated
after 165 minutes (17.928 µm, fig. 3). Therefore, this difference reaffirms the conclusions of [11]; to
evaluate the behavior and strength of a structure at the request of the cavity it is recommended to
use the average value on the surface MDEmax and not the maximum of a cave, in an arbitrary area.
However, it should be noted that the very high value of the pit caught in the sectioning plan raises
a big question mark about the degree of fineness and the constitution of the structure resulting
from this heat treatment of aging.
5. Comparison of results
The influence of the maintenance duration of 12 hours, of the heat treatment carried out at
tempering temperature 450 °C, followed by artificial aging at 180 °C, on the resistance of the
structure to the vibrating cavity, is presented, comparatively, in fig. 7, through the values of the
parameters of the cumulative average depth of erosion MDEmax and of the three erosion rates.

Fig. 7. Comparison between erosion parameters

The data in the two histograms, to which the photo images were attached, show:
1. according to the values of the two parameters MDEmax and MDERs, recommended by ASTM
G32 standards and used in the Cavitation Erosion Research Laboratory, the best strength is the H
sample taken from the semi-finished product (MDEmax = 14.572 µm, MDERs = 0.092 µm/min [6, 7]);
2. Reconfirms that the maximum values of the erosion rate (MDEmax,exp), obtained from the
experimental measurements and the maximum defined by the analytical curve of mediation of the
experimental values (MDERmax,m) cannot be recommended to be used as comparison parameters,
as due to the fact that the first does not objectively reflect the behavior and strength of the structure
during the duration of exposure to cavitation (from 0 to 165 minutes), and the second does not
offer the objectivity of using the speed of MDERs.
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6. Conclusions
1. The destruction of the structure, starting with the 135 minute of the cavitation attack and until the
completion of the erosion test (165 minutes), is performed at an approximately constant speed,
leading to the linear variation of the MDE(t) curve and a smooth, asymptotic decrease. MDER(t)
curve to the stabilization value (MDERs). The explanation is related to the hardening of the
cyclically impacted layer by the cavitation microgrids and the air entering the gaps left by the
expulsion of the material, which attenuates the impact force and consequently widens the cracks,
breaking the bonds between the grains and expelling them.
2. The heat treatment applied determines the modification of the structure that suffers a
pronounced degradation in the period 45-120 minutes, by increasing the number and geometric
dimensions of the caverns.
3. The shapes of caverns, from pinching to large pits, are mainly determined by the shape of the
microstructure resulting from the heat treatment regime applied.
4. The heat treatment of hardening at 450 °C and aging at 180 °C does not increase the resistance
to cavity erosion, compared to the semi-finished state, but changes the way of destruction, by
reducing the number of caves, increasing them in size, which requires the study continued on other
regimes such as time durations and aging temperatures.
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Abstract: Given the current context regarding environmental pollution, in which conventional installations
also participate, the aim of this article is to analyse whether photovoltaic systems are a viable solution to help
solve this problem. Thus, the article analyses the way in which the electricity production of photovoltaic
installations is influenced by the aging of the photovoltaic cells that make it up, but also by certain natural
factors (water droplets, shading caused by clouds). Experimental measurements were performed on a new
ZY-S100 thin-film photovoltaic panel and then on an aged one (7 years of operation) using an MI 3109
EurotestPV Lite METREL. When it comes to the main problem addressed in the paper, the influence of the
aging of photovoltaic cells on the efficiency of the photovoltaic panels, the measurements indicated that the
aged panel suffered a 25% decrease in efficiency in the seven years of operation, which comes to a
decrease of 3.57% for each year.
Keywords: Electricity, photovoltaic panels, thin-film, aging, natural factors influence

1. Introduction
The utilisation of renewable energy sources (RES), together with the improvement of energy
efficiency (EE), can contribute to the energy consumption reduction, greenhouse gas emission
reduction and in consequence, to the prevention of dangerous climate changes. The advantages of
using solar energy emerge from the fact that it is an endless energy source that is also nonpolluting. The disadvantages of using solar energy are that the caption technology is yet
insufficiently performant. Another disadvantage is solar panels have a low efficiency, and the solar
energy varies depending on the time of the day, or year, the angle of incidence of the solar panels
or the atmospheric conditions [1, 2, 3, 4].
The last decades had brought a radical change in the concept plan by becoming aware of the
necessity to durably develop social and economic life and to promote renewable energy sources
that are considered a key element. From all these sources, electricity that is obtained by converting
solar energy seems one of the most promising energy sources, that in the present is based on the
technology of three generations of photovoltaic panels built to resist a wide range of exterior
temperature (-40⁰C…80⁰C) and can also withstand various environmental factors (rain, hail or
snow). On the flip side, the shade from clouds and the low levels of radiation, due to cloudy skies,
has up until this moment a considerable effect on the capacity of the panels to generate electrical
energy due to their low efficient in these conditions [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
The article proposes an assessment of the production of energy when exposed to solar radiation
and an estimation of the decreasing efficiency of electrical energy production of 7-year-old panels,
but also of the effects made by clouds and rain droplets.
2. The evolution of photovoltaic panels
Currently, photovoltaic generators are a reality, functioning all around the globe, and even more,
being the only energy source of energy for satellites and the International Orbital Station. Also, in
many countries extensive programmes of research and subsidy to determine attractive prices for
the selling electrical energy from solar panels. Both the problem of the availability of energy, it’s
cost and the negative influence of the energetic industry on the environment stimulated research
and innovation in the renewable domain [11]. Lately, the conversion of solar energy with the help of
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photovoltaic technology was often addressed by researchers under various aspects [12, 13, 14].
Thus, photovoltaic panels are built in a various range, starting from crystalline silicon panels (the
first generation of cells) [15, 16, 17, 18], , panels with Thin Film photovoltaic cells made by applying
a thin layer (thick of about several μm, in comparison with crystalline silicon panels that have a
thickness of several hundreds of μm) of semiconductor material(amorphous silicon, cadmium
telluride- Cadmium sulphide (CdTeS), gallium arsenide (GaAs) ) and up to copper, indium and
selenite (CIS) modules, copper, indium, gallium and selenite (CIGS) and copper, indium, gallium,
selenite and sulphur (CIGSS) modules, technologies under study and development, in which
silicon is replaced with special alloys [8, 9, 10].
The research and development of photovoltaic cells in the last 2 decades have led to the
appearance on the market of third generation panels / modules, the technologies used being
promising. Examples are organic photovoltaic (OPV) and hybrid pigmented sensitized (DSSC)
cells. The third generation can be classified as follows: advanced inorganic thin film such as (CIS),
organic solar cells that include fully organic and hybrid cells; and thermo-photovoltaic (POS) cells
with low bandwidth potential but which can be used for both heat and power (CHP) systems [11].
3. The influence of the aging of thin-film photovoltaic panels and environmental factors
upon the electrical energy production. CASE STUDY
3.1 Description of the experimental installation
The experimental arrangement was located in the courtyard of the Faculty of Constructions of the
Polytechnic University of Timișoara. The stand that was used to perform the measurements
consisted of: a metal support to position at a 45° inclination a new thin-film photovoltaic panel
(module) ZY-S100 and later an aged one (that was operating for 7 years) of the same type and a
test apparatus MI 3109 EurotestPV Lite METREL (from the LE laboratory, specializing in
CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATIONS). To perform the experimental measurements, an ammeter
clamp was used to measure current (cc / ac), a test probe, a probe for measuring the temperature
of photovoltaic cells and a probe for measuring solar radiation, a resistance and two multimeters to
be able to measure voltage, current and resistance when the installation is under load. The
orientation of the stand used was towards the east (the only option available for the placement of
the panels for a concrete installation).
The ZY-S100 thin-film photovoltaic panel can deliver a maximum power of 100W ± 3%, and the
characteristics are presented in ANNEX 1. The type of panel for which the measurements were
made, the preparation of the installation and the equipment used are shown in Fig.1, and the
measurement diagram and connections is represented in Fig. 2 [19].

Fig. 1. Preparation of the test installation
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Fig. 2. The measurement and connection scheme

Thus, to obtain the experimental results was used a test device MI 3109 EurotestPV Lite METREL,
two multimeters and a resistance that allowed the following measurements of the following
parameters: direct current in photovoltaic installations, insulation resistance, continuity of PE
conductors, open circuit voltage Uoc and current short circuit Isc, plotting the current-voltage curve
IU of photovoltaic modules, irradiation, temperature of photovoltaic module, measurement of
alternating current in photovoltaic installations, voltage, current and power, efficiency of
photovoltaic modules [19].
3.2 The influence of environmental factors on efficiency
Two thin-film photovoltaic modules were tested for outdoor conditions for 4 days and the output
power was monitored every hour. One of these modules was previously cleaned, having a free
surface, without obstruction factors, and the other was affected by water droplets on its surface.
Temperature is a significant determining factor that affects the speed of electric flows through any
given electric circuit. The daily power output, short circuit current and open circuit voltage of each
studied module exposed to water droplets are illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the effects of raindrops
on the output power, comparatively, between a new panel and an aged panel [19].

Fig. 3. The output power of a new panel and an old one both covered with water droplets

The water droplets lower the temperature of the photovoltaic module, which in turn increases the
potential difference, thus improving the output power. To describe the impact of temperature on the
efficiency of a photovoltaic module, the output voltage of a photovoltaic module can be estimated
at a given temperature using the relation (1) [19]:

where:

𝑈𝑜𝑐,𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓 ∙ [(𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 )] + 𝑈𝑂𝐶,𝑆𝑇𝐶

Uoc,amb - open circuit voltage at the ambient temperature Tamb
Uoc,STC - open circuit voltage at STC(standard testing conditions)
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TSTC- temperature of the open circuit at STC
If 𝑈𝑜𝑐,𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 0.33 ∙ (25 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 ) + 22.06, the relation shows that, for the low ambient temperature, a
high voltage would be obtained. There are two advantages to running water on the surface of the
panel, namely: cooling and cleaning the panel. The cooling rate for photovoltaic cells is 2 °C / min,
depending on the operating conditions. It can be seen that, regardless of the condition of the panel,
new or old, the effects of the water droplets are the same [19].
3.3 The influence of the aging of photovoltaic cell on the efficiency
Azidi et al. [20] points out that in order to take into account the aging of photovoltaic modules, the
effects of optical and electric degradation are taken into account. The degradation rate of αopt
transmissivity (optical glass loss and encapsulation loss) and series resistance (damage of electric
parts) αRs are defined with accelerated test results. Optical losses for both EVA encapsulant and
glass are assessed by measuring the spectral hemispheric transmittance after 10 years of
exposure with an annular sample extracted from outdated field modules. The transmittance
reduction is calculated with spectral values in the wavelength range of 450-1200 nm. The rate of
degradation of series strength is determined by taking into account a linear variation of the
measured values obtained every 500 hours for an accelerated test at 85 ° C heat / 85% humidity
performed on encapsulated silicon cells, assuming that 1000 hours of testing are equivalent to 20
years of use. The dispersion of the experimental values is ± 10% [19].
𝜏(𝑇) = 𝜏0 (−𝛼𝑜𝑝𝑡 ∙ 𝑇 + 100%)

𝑅𝑆 (𝑇) = 𝑅𝑆0 (+𝛼𝑅𝑆 ∙ 𝑇 + 100%)

(2)
(3)

It should be noted that aging is a long-term phenomenon, and the laws of aging are defined on a
large scale compared to the instant detection of MPP: ΔT >> Δt. The lifespan of a photovoltaic
module is between 20 and 25 years, and that of an inverter is around 10 years. The results
between the initial time and T = 20 years are compared. The DC / DC converter and the inverter
should keep their properties constant over time to appreciate the effect of the degraded
photovoltaic module [20].
As for the resistance of the photovoltaic module, it is increased due to the aging effect, and then it
limits the output power. The decrease in power as a function of voltage is shown in Fig. 4 for a
panel that operated for a period of t = 7 years.

Fig. 4. Power in relation to voltage (t=7 year)

The temperature of the cells was also monitored, which led to the conclusion that the decrease in
power is influenced when the module temperatures are higher. Temperatures measured at the
surface of the panel are up to 50.8 ℃. The specialized literature indicates as a percentage the
decrease of the efficiency of 1% / year for photovoltaic panels [20]. The appearance of the curves
drawn for the period in which the recordings were made (4 days) is approximately the same, being
comparable to the specialized literature, and for this reason it was represented in Fig. 4 power
curve in relation to the voltage for a high degree of sunshine (cloudless sky).
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3.4 The influence of clouds on the efficiency
During the days when the measurements took place, there were also periods when the sky was
covered by clouds, which influenced the efficiency of the photovoltaic panels, which can be seen in
Fig. 5. The measurements were performed hourly on a new photovoltaic panel.

Fig. 5. The influence of clouds on the efficiency of a new photovoltaic panel

Cloud shading tends to be detrimental to the performance of photovoltaic modules. The cloud
shading condition was considered one of the most significant sources of loss for photovoltaic
installations. The best solution to this problem is to avoid shading as much as possible. The impact
that shading has on the performance of the photovoltaic module depends on certain parameters
such as the level of solar radiation and the distribution of shadows on the surface of the panel. The
obtained results indicate that the output voltage of the photovoltaic panel decreases as the shaded
surface increases. The maximum voltage value for the photovoltaic panel without shading was 86
V, and in the presence of shade due to clouds, the maximum voltage was 82.6 V, which indicates a
decrease of 3.95% (Fig. 5.). The effects of clouds on the power curve are highlighted by images in
Fig. 5 at the time they occurred [19].
3.5 The comparative analysis between the efficiency of old and new thin-film photovoltaic
panels
Fig.6 compares the voltage variation and the voltage for a new panel and an old panel.

Fig. 6. The output power for a new and old panel

A decrease in the efficiency of the ZY-S100 thin-film panel of 25% can be observed, which means
a decrease of 3.57 % for each year of operation [19].
Although the literature indicates a 1% decrease in yield per year for photovoltaic panels, the study
shows that it is important to specify the type of panel and photovoltaic cells for which experimental
measurements were performed.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the impact of the aging of photovoltaic cells, the impact of clouds and the impact of
water droplets on the surface of the panel on the electricity production of photovoltaic panels were
studied. In order to achieve this goal, measurements were made regarding the output power of a
new ZY-S100 thin-film photovoltaic panel and later on an identical (7 years) aged panel.
Measurements and calculations have taken into account both the laws of aging and the uncertainty
of the data.
Regarding the impact of water droplets on the surface of the panel, it was concluded that water
droplets lower the temperature of the photovoltaic module, which in turn increases the potential
difference, thus improving the output power. It has also been observed that regardless of the
condition of the panel, new or old, the effects of water droplets are the same.
Measurements on the photovoltaic panel when the sky was overcast indicated that cloud shading
tends to be detrimental to the performance of photovoltaic modules, with the panel's output voltage
decreasing as the shaded area increases. At the same time, from measurements and calculations
it was observed that, for the panels used in the presence of clouds, there was a decrease of the
output voltage of 3.95%.
The test results regarding the impact of the aging of photovoltaic cells on the electricity production
of ZY-S100 thin-film panels show a 25% decrease in panel efficiency in the 7 years of operation,
which means a decrease of 3.57% for each year of operation. Although the literature indicates a
1% decrease in efficiency per year for photovoltaic panels, the study shows that it is important to
specify the type of panel and photovoltaic cells for which experimental measurements were
performed.
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Determining the Relation between the Size of the Air Bubble Immersed
in Water and the Dissolved Oxygen Concentration
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Abstract: Starting from the equation of oxygen transfer rate to water, a mathematical connection is
established between the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the water and the diameter of the air bubble
introduced in water.
For diameters of the oxygen introduction orifice in water between 0.05 ÷ 0.1 mm, the diameter of the air
bubble entering the water is calculated and the variation of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the water
as a function of time is exposed.
Keywords: Water aeration, dissolved oxygen, fine bubbles, oxygen transfer.

1. Introduction
Aeration is necessary to improve water quality, to avoid the occurrence of oxygen deficiency in
systems where there is a biochemical consumption of oxygen above the self-aeration capacity of
water, to eliminate toxic gases that can be found in water and in the water treatment process [1].
The main purpose of water aeration, regardless of the industry and the reason for its use, is to
increase or maintain an optimal level of dissolved oxygen in a body of water.
The oxygen needed for the aeration process is taken from the atmospheric air and introduced into
the water. For this aeration to be effective, a uniform dispersion of air must be ensured throughout
the body of water in a tank or basin; the air must be evenly distributed to provide the required
oxygen. Dissolved oxygen content is the most important indicator of water quality. Fish, for
example, need up to 5mg / dm3 of dissolved oxygen to survive. The amount of oxygen in the water
is consumed by various biological or chemical processes. The amount of water left in these
processes depends on the rate of deoxygenation and the rate of oxygenation (aeration), which can
occur naturally or artificially. By aeration of water is meant the transfer of oxygen from atmospheric
air to water, which is, in fact, a phenomenon of the transfer of a gas into a liquid. The most
common method of removing organic impurities under the action of an aerobic bacterial biomass is
to introduce gaseous oxygen into the wastewater. By introducing air into the water there is an
oxygenation of the water, a process called aeration.
The term oxygenation is mainly used when introduced into water [1]:
- A mixture of air + pure oxygen from a cylinder.
- Pure oxygen from cylinders.
- Air with low nitrogen content (95% O2 and 5% N2) delivered by oxygen concentrators.
- Air + ozone given by ozone generators.
The notion of dissolved oxygen in water becomes clear from the analysis of Figure 1.

O2
H 2O

H 2O
O2

Fig. 1. View of molecular structure: dissolved oxygen
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Figure 1. shows that each molecule of water consists of one molecule of oxygen connected to two
molecules of hydrogen (the green sphere coupled to two purple spheres).
Dissolved oxygen molecules (purple spheres) can be found among water molecules. The
maximum amount of oxygen that can be dissolved in water depends on several physical and
chemical parameters, such as: atmospheric pressure, water temperature, water salinity, the degree
of water turbulence [2] [3].
Water temperature is an important factor, so the warmer the water, the lower the dissolved oxygen
concentration. Therefore:
- at t = 10ºC, in clean, fresh water, an amount of 11.3 mgO2 / dm3 can be absorbed;
- at t = 25ºC, in clean water, only 8.3 mgO2 / dm3 can be absorbed.
2. The equation of the oxygen transfer rate to water
The rate of transfer of dissolved oxygen in water is given by the relation [3] [4]:
dC
(1)
 a  kL   Cs  C0  [kg / m3 s]
d
where:
dC / dτ - rate of change of dissolved oxygen concentration in water (rate of oxygen transfer to
water);
akL - volumetric mass transfer coefficient [s-1];
Cs - mass concentration of oxygen at saturation in the liquid phase [kg / m3];
C - current mass oxygen concentration in the liquid phase [kg / m3].
The term "akL" includes:
kL- mass transfer coefficient [m / s];
a - specific interphase contact surface:
A  m2 
(2)
a  3
V m 
where:
A- gas bubble area [m2];
V - the volume of the biphasic system (air + water) [m3];
If boundary conditions C = C0 are imposed for τ = 0, equation (1) can be integrated [5] [6] [7]:
dC
(3)
 a  k L dτ
Cs  C
In the hypothesis that C <Cs, after integration, it results:
 ln  Cs  C   a  k L  τ  ct
(4)
The constant is obtained from the limit condition: C = C0 for τ = 0
and has the value:
ct   ln  Cs  C0 
(5)
Introducing (5) in (3) one can obtain:
 ln  Cs  C   a  k L  τ  ln  Cs  C0 
(6)

ln  Cs  C   ln  Cs  C0   a  k L  τ
ln  Cs – C   ln  Cs – C0   ln e  akL τ

ln  Cs – C   ln(  Cs – C0 ·e

(7)
(8)

 a k L  τ

Cs – C  ln(  Cs – C0 ·e  akL τ

C  Cs –  Cs – C0 ·e  akL τ
τ=0
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3. Determining the mathematical relation between the diameter of the air bubble at the
orifice exit and the variation of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the water as a
function of time
The equation for the rate of oxygen transfer to water is rewritten as follows:
C – C
(10)
Co  Cs – s akL τ 0
e
The value of the interfacial area, considering the air bubble as a small sphere of radius R, is [1] [8]:
A 4 R 2 4 (db / 2) 2
6
(11)


a 
4
4
d
V
3
3
b
R
 (db / 2)
3
3
where db = the bubble diameter immediately at the orifice exit.
The equation of the rate of oxygen transfer to water is rewritten as follows:
C   Cs – C0 
C – C
(12)
Co  s
 Cs  s a  k L  τ 0
a k L  τ
e
e
Given that Cs, C0, kL, are constant, the relation (10) can be written as:
C
Co2  Ct ,1 – C t ,2τ
(13)
e t ,3 db
where Ct,1, Ct,2, Ct,3 is constant.
From this relation one can see the following:
- When d0 decreases from 0.1 mm to 0.05 mm, the value of db will decrease and τ will increase
from 1 to 120 minutes.
C 

τ

t ,3
- As a result, the size e db will increase during aeration (τ = 1 ,,,,,, 120 min).
- As a result, the fraction in relation (13) will decrease during aeration, so C o2 will increase during

aeration if db decreases [9].
Thus, it is mathematically demonstrated that when the water inlet decreases (d0 = 0.1 → 0.05 mm)
the value of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the water will increase [10] [11].
4. Determining the mathematical relation between the orifice diameter (d0) in the perforated
plate and the air bubble diameter (db) at the water entrance
The air bubble radius at the exit of the orifice (Rb) is given by the relation [8] [9]:
1

 3 r  3
R0    0

 2 l  g 
where: σ = surface tension water coefficient; σ = 73·10-3 N / m
ρl = water density: ρ = 103 kg / m3
g = gravitational acceleration; g = 9.81 m / s2
r0 = orifice radius [m].

(14)

1

 3 r  3
db  2  R0  2    0

 2 l  g 

(15)

Replacing d0, the data in table 1 results in:
Table 1
Version no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

do · 10-3 [m]

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.10

db · 10-3 [m]

1.324

1.407

1.461

1.528

1.589

1.646
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Table 1 shows that as the orifice diameter (d0) in the perforated plate increases by 0.05 → 0.1 mm,
the diameter of the air bubble when detached from the plate increases from 1.324 mm to 1.646
mm.
5. The results of theoretical and experimental researches
a) For version I, in which the orifice diameter in the perforated plate is 0.1 mm, the initial data used
for the theoretical calculation and for performing the experimental measurements are presented:
VH2O = 0.125 m3; db = 0.1 mm
H = 500 mm H2O
C0 = 5.84 mg / dm3
tH2O = 24 ° C → Cs = 8.4 mg / dm3
pair = 573 mm H2O; tair = 24.1 °C
τ = 120 min
b) For version II, the same data are maintained, only db = 0.05 mm is modified.
To determine the change over time in the dissolved oxygen concentration in water, a computation
program was prepared, the logical diagram of which is shown in Figure 2.
START
Define : y  x   f ( x, y) 

dC
 ak L  CS  C 
d

Read : ak L  min 1 , h  1min, n  121

i 1
x1  0; y1  C1

xi 1  y1  ak L (C1  y1 )  h
xi 1  xi  1

Nu

i=n
n

Da

Display
M 1 ( x1 , y1 )

STOP
Fig. 2. Logical computation scheme for the numerical integration of the differential oxygen transfer rate
equation

Following the computation program, curves 1 from figures 5 and 6 were constructed.
The scheme of the experimental installation and the operation of a fine bubble generator are
shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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5

3

2

1

6

7

4

8
Air

T

P

Fig. 3. Scheme of the installation for the introduction of atmospheric air into water:
1 - electrocompressor; 2 - digital thermometer; 3 - digital manometer; 4 - rotameter; 5 - air transport pipe;
6 - water tank; 7 - oxygenometer probe; 8 - fine bubble generator

Fig. 4. Fine bubble generator in function

6. Researches methodology
Performing the measurements involves the following steps:
1. Check that the 132 orifices function, i.e., the atmospheric air is introduced into the bubble
generator;
2. Fill the tank with water up to H = 500 mm H2O;
3. Measure C0, tH2O, tair;
4. Insert the fine bubble generator into the water tank and note the time (τ);
5. Every 15 minutes, take the fine bubble generator out of the tank and measure the dissolved
oxygen concentration; subsequently, reinsert the fine bubbles generator in the water tank.
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6. When a horizontal level of the function C = f (τ) is reached, the measurements stop, with the
condition: C ≈ Cs;
7. From previous researches [14] [15][16], the concentration of dissolved oxygen in water tends to
saturate after two hours. Therefore, the measurement of the oxygen concentration will be
performed at the moments: 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120 minutes.
8. At the end of the measurements, clean the oxygenometer probe and drain the water from the
tank.
Following the experimental measurements for version I, the data in Table 2 were obtained.
Table 2: Values of dissolved oxygen concentration in water as a function of time
τ [min]

Vair [dm3 /h]

VIO, 2  0.21 600  126 [dm3 /h]
VO2 from other sources
tH2O [ oC]
tair [ oC]
C0 [mg/dm3]
Cs [mg/dm3]
C [mg/dm3]

0
600

15
600

30
600

45
600

60
600

75
600

90
600

105
600

120
600

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
5.84

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
6.89

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
7.65

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.01

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.10

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.26

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.31

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.35

23.7
24.1
5.84
8.4
8.39

Based on the theoretical and experimental calculation results, curves 1 and 2 were drawn in Fig.5.

Fig. 5. Variation of the dissolved oxygen concentration in water over time for version I.
1 - curve drawn based on theoretical data (for Ф = 0.1);
2 - curve drawn based on experimental data (for Ф = 0.1)

Figure 5 shows that the differences between the two curves are very small, which demonstrates
the correctness of the researches.
For version II (d0 = 0.05 mm), following the experimental measurements, the data from table 3
were obtained:
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Table 3: Values of dissolved oxygen concentration in water as a function of time
τ [min]
3

Vair [dm /h]

VIO, 2  0.21 600  126 [dm3 /h]
VO2 from other sources
tH2O [ oC]
tair [ oC]
C0 [mg/dm3]
Cs [mg/dm3]
C [mg/dm3]

0
600

15
600

30
600

45
600

60
600

75
600

90
600

105
600

120
600

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

126
0

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
5.84

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
7.9

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.2

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.35

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.53

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.71

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.75

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
8.85

19.5
23.5
5.84
9.2
9.00

Based on the theoretical and experimental calculation results, curves 1 and 2 were drawn in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Variation of dissolved oxygen concentration in water over time for version II
1 - curve drawn based on theoretical data Ф = 0.05;
2 - curve drawn based on experimental data Ф = 0.05

By comparing the experimental data obtained for the two versions, the following graph was
obtained, shown in Figure 7:

Fig. 7. The modification in time of the dissolved oxygen concentration in water CO2 = f (τ) for the two versions
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7. Conclusions
- From the previous calculations, one can notice that as the orifice diameter in the perforated plate
of the FBG increases, the diameter of the bubble immersed in water also increases. This leads to a
change in the allure of the curve C = f (τ).
- The dissolved oxygen concentration in the water increases rapidly as the diameter of the air
bubble that enters the water decreases.
- The realization of the fine bubble generator was made possible using micro technologies, which
made it possible to make orifices with ø = 0.1 mm and ø = 0.05 mm, respectively, in the FBG
perforated plate.
- The aim is to achieve a new stage, namely the use of nanotechnologies in the construction of
water aeration equipment.
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Abstract: This paper presents aspects related to the use of cylinders with two piston rods. Beside the
cylinder with two piston rods, there is also a pneumatic actuator. This actuator is a cylindrical metal machine,
which guides with two piston rods in a straight-line, a reciprocating movement in a cylinder. In this article,
four circuits for cylinders with two piston rods, both pneumatic and electro-pneumatic circuits are presented.
The first pneumatic circuit is a simple one and has only one cylinder with two piston rods. The second
pneumatic circuit has two cylinders with two piston rods. Furthermore, the first electro-pneumatic scheme is
endowed with logical modules. The second electro-pneumatic scheme is equipped with Grafcet PLC. It
should be noted that all circuits have various pneumatic devices: air supply, lamps in cold, strong wind or
storm fishing conditions. The design and simulation of the pneumatic circuits in this manuscript is done using
FluidSim software from Festo.
Keywords: Piston, rod, pneumatic, electrical, scheme, circuit

1. Introduction
In practice, a cylinder with two piston rods can be used twofold: it can replace other types of
pneumatic cylinders and also can be used in various industrial machinery and pneumatic tools.
Moreover, because the advantage it has, having the same construction height, the cylinder with
two piston rods transmits at least twice the force compared to standard cylinders, [1].
Construction of this pneumatic actuator is compact, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Cylinder with two piston rods

In pneumatic and electro-pneumatic schemes, the cylinders with two rods is represented by a
specific symbol, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Symbol of cylinder with two piston rods

This cylinder has two piston rods that move in parallel and that are coupled by a double trestle, [1].
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The main characteristics of the cylinder with two piston rods are: low noise emission, dust
emission, compact units, corrosion-resistant, easy and ready-to-install, etc.
The actuator guarantees small torsion when positioning and moving assemblies and tools.
Therefore, coming along in the same construction height, the cylinder with two piston rod conveys
a double force as compared to standard cylinders.
2. The cylinder with two piston rods in the pneumatic circuits
A pneumatic installation is an interconnected set of devices that converts compressed air into
mechanical work, [2].
In the table below there are given the component devices used in the first pneumatic scheme.
Table 1: The devices of the first pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

5/2 way valve

1

Air filter

1

Throttle valve

2

Cylinder with two piston rods

1

The first pneumatic circuit studied by authors has one cylinder with two piston rods, Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. First pneumatic circuit using one actuator

The first pneumatic circuit operates only if operator presses S1 button. This button belongs to the
5/2 way valve with spring. Then, two piston rods move from point a0 to point a1. After that, those
two piston rods return from point a1 to point a0, because the 5/2 way valve has a spring, Fig.4.
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Fig. 4. First pneumatic scheme with one actuator

The diagrams below show variation of the position and velocity. These functional parameters
belong to a cylinder with two piston rods (Cy 1-1), Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Diagrams of parameters variations from the Cy 1-1

The data in Table 2 shows the component devices used in the second pneumatic circuit.
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Table 2: The devices of the second pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

5/2 way valve

1

Air service unit

1

Throttle valve

4

Cylinder with two piston rods

2

The second pneumatic scheme studied uses two actuators (Cy 2-1 and Cy 2-2), Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Second pneumatic scheme with two actuators

When operator presses S2 button, the cylinders with two rods open together. Thereby, the piston
rods which belongs to the cylinder (Cy 2-1) move from point b0 to point b1 and the piston rods
which belong to the cylinder (Cy 2-2) move from point c0 to c1, [3].
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Fig. 7. Second pneumatic scheme - Simulation

To close the pneumatic circuit, the operator has to press the S2 button again. In this case, both
pistons return to their starting points, Fig. 7.
3. The cylinder with two piston rods in the electro-pneumatic circuits
An electro-pneumatic scheme consists of an electrical or electronic part controlling the pneumatic
power part of the circuit, [4].
Table 3 shows the components used in the pneumatic circuit.
Table 3: The devices of the first electro-pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

5/2 way solenoid valve

1

Air filter

1

Throttle valve

2

Cylinder with two piston rods

1

Relay

2

Lamp

2

Valve solenoid

2

The first electro-pneumatic scheme analyzed has one cylinder with two piston rods, Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. First electro-pneumatic scheme

This first electro-pneumatic circuit operates only if operator presses S3 button. This button belongs
to the 5/2 way solenoid valve. Then, the two piston rods move from point d0 to point d1. In this
case, lamp 1 shows a pink signal, Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. First electro-pneumatic scheme – Simulation I
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After that, the two piston rods return from point d1 to point d0 and lamp 2 shows a blue signal in
electro-pneumatic circuit, Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. First electro-pneumatic scheme – Simulation II

Table 4 shows the components used in the second electro-pneumatic circuit, [5].
Table 4: The devices of the second electro-pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

5/2 way solenoid valve

1

Cylinder with two piston rods

1

Logic module

1

Valve solenoid

2

A development of a second electro-pneumatic scheme consists in further improvement with logic
module, Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Second electro-pneumatic scheme

The operator has to press the S 5 button to open the second electro-pneumatic scheme. In this
case, the cylinder with two piston rods (4-1) moves from point e0 to point e1, Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Second electro-pneumatic scheme – Simulation I
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Afterwards, the operator presses S6 button, [6].
This causes the cylinder with two piston rods (4-1) to move from point e1 to point e2, Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. Second electro-pneumatic scheme – Simulation II

4. Conclusions
The circuits shown in this paper allow the experimental verification of cylinder with two piston rods
used in pneumatic installations based on these above presented circuits. Moreover, these
installations can be used for practical training at any level (students, operators, workers, etc.) of
persons who specialize and/or improve in the field of pneumatic components.
Cylinders with two piston rods, logic module and electrical equipment used for automatic system
design have a high degree of performance and accessibility.
For a better choice of investment in such devices using the presented pneumatic installations, it is
recommended that similar simulation methods should also be used beforehand.
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Abstract: The welding head of the containerized and completely independent mobile machines for flash-butt
welding of train and tram tracks is operated with the help of a hydraulically actuated rotary crane. The article
shows a hydraulic station that provides the hydraulic energy needed to operate the rotary crane of a railway
track welding machine.
Keywords: Hydraulic station, rail welding machine, rotary crane, flash-butt welding

1. Introduction
Flash-butt welding of train or tram tracks is done by a complex mechanical - electrical equipment
called "welding head" which has a hydraulically actuated mechanism for positioning and alignment
of the rails.
The hydraulic installation of the welding head includes two hydraulic cylinders for vertical alignment
of rails, two hydraulic cylinders for horizontal alignment of rails, and two hydraulic cylinders for
positioning the rails so that between their ends the electric arc that makes the welding possible is
created.
Positioning of the welding head above the rails, at the welding point, is performed by a rotary crane
located on the platform of the mobile welding machine chassis.
The welding head is suspended from the crane hook.
The hydraulic installation of the rotary crane consists of two cylinders for the extension arm, two
cylinders for the lifting arm and a rotary hydraulic motor with speed reducer for rotation of the crane
arm.
Hydraulic power required for the welding head and rotary crane is given by the hydraulic station
placed on the platform of the mobile welding machine chassis.
Below is presented the construction and operation of the hydraulic station of the railway track
welding machine.
2. Technical characteristics and performance of the hydraulic station
2.1. Double electric pump
a) Main pump, PPA :
 Capacity ...................................................... Vg 71 cm3 / rev;
 Maximum flow rate ……………………..…... Qmax 104 l / min;
 Maximum pressure ……………………..…… pmax 250 bar;
b) Recirculation pump, PRD:
 Capacity ....................................................... Vg 16 cm3 / rev;
 Maximum flow rate …………………………... Qmax 24 l / min;
 Maximum pressure …………………………… pmax 16 bar;
c) Electric motor:
 Power ………………………………………...… N 30 kW;
 Speed ……………………………………...…… 1460 rpm.
2.2. Emergency electric pump
a) Emergency pump (gear pump), PU
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 Capacity ...................................................... Vg 10.8 cm3 / rev;
 Maximum flow rate ………………………….. Qmax 16 l / min;
 Maximum pressure ………………………..… pmax 250 bar;
b) Electric motor
 Power ………………………………………… 7.5 kW;
 Speed ………………………………………… n 1460 rpm;
2.3. Safety block, PP
 Nominal opening …………………….……… Dn 10 mm;
 Maximum pressure …………………………. pmax 310 bar;
2.4. Safety block, PR
 Nominal opening ……………………………. Dn 06 mm;
 Maximum pressure …………………………. pmax 25 bar;
2.5. Safety block, PU
 Nominal opening ……………………………. Dn 06 mm;
 Maximum pressure …………………………. pmax 250 bar;
2.6. Reducing valves block
 Nominal opening ……………………………. Dn 10 mm;
 Maximum pressure …………………………. pmax 250 bar;
2.7. Oil cooling block
 Nominal opening …………………….……… Dn 06 mm;
 Maximum pressure …………………………. pmax 25 bar;
2.8. Equipped tank
 Tank volume ……………………………..….. V 400 l;
 Return filter flow rate ……………...……...…. Q 100 l/ min;
 Return filter filtering fineness .…………….... 10 µm.
3. Structure of the hydraulic station
The hydraulic station (fig. 1) consists of eight subassemblies: pumping group - 1; emergency
electric pump - 2; safety block, PP - 3; safety block, PP - 4; safety block, PU - 5; reducing valves
block- 6; oil cooling block – 7 and equipped tank - 8.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the hydraulic station
1. Pumping group; 2. Emergency electric pump; 3. Safety block, PP; 4. Safety block, PR,
5. Safety block, PU; 6. Reducing valves block; 7. Oil cooling block; 8. Equipped tank

The pumping group 1 is fixed to the cover of the tank and provides hydraulic power (flow rate and
pressure) for all hydraulically operated mechanisms. Pumping group contains a double pump,
consists from an axial pistons pump and one with gears, both immersed in tank and is driven by an
asynchronous electric motor of 30 kW at 1500 rpm.
Emergency electric pump 2 consists of a 7.5 kW asynchronous electric motor that drives at a
speed of 1500 rot /min a gear pump with a capacity of 108 cm3/ rot immersed in oil.
The safety block, PP - position 3, contains devices that limit the maximum pressure on the main
circuit: it is located on the oil tank cover.
The safety block, PR - position 4, contains devices that limits the maximum pressure on the cooling
circuit.
The safety block, PU - position 5, contains the devices that limits the maximum pressure on the
emergency hydraulic circuit.
The reducing valves block 6 contains two valves that maintain the working pressure at the set
value on the two hydraulic circuits that supply the welding head and the rotary crane.
The oil cooling block 7 contains the devices that ensure the interconnection between the air/oil
cooler and the water/oil cooler.
The equipped tank 8 contains the oil tank with the return filter and the filling and venting filter.
All subassemblies are located on the oil tank cover. The connections between the devices are
done with metal pipes.
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4. Hydraulic station operation
The role of the hydraulic station is to supply hydraulic power [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to the welding head and
the rotary crane.
The diagram of the hydraulic station is presented in fig. 2 below.

Fig. 2. Hydraulic diagram of the hydraulic station

4.1. Pumping group - 1.0
Pumping group [1] 1.0 consists of double pump 1, electric motor 2 and directional control valve 3.
Double pump 1 consists of an axial piston pump with variable flow rate, PPA and gear pump, PRD.
The PPA pump supplies hydraulic power (flow rate x pressure) to the two hydraulically operated
pieces of equipment: the welding head and the rotary crane. The PRD pump ensures cooling and
filtration of hydraulic oil. Directional control valve 3 switches the flow rate of the PPA pump to
"zero" or "maximum".
4.2. Emergency electric pump - 2.0
The emergency electric pump goes into operation when the pumping group 1.0 fails during
operation. Its role is to remove from load and bring to "zero" the mechanisms of the hydraulic head
and rotary crane. It consists of gear pump 15 and electric motor 16.
4.3. Safety block, PP - 3.0.
The safety block [2], PP consists of pressure valve 4, one-way valve 5 and pressure gauge 6.1.
Safety valve 4 limits the pressure on the discharge circuit of the PPA pump. One-way valve 5
ensures the circulation of the working fluid in one direction, from the PPA pump to the two
consumers - the welding head and the rotary crane. Pressure gauge 6.1 indicates the pressure on
the discharge circuit of the PPA pump.
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4.4. Safety block, PR - 4.0.
The functional role of the safety block [2], PR is to limit the pressure on the oil cooling and filtration
circuit. The block consists of pressure valve 10.2, one-way valve 11.2, directional control valve
12.2 and pressure gauge 14. Pressure valve 10.2 limits the pressure of the PRD pump. One-way
valve 11.2 allows the working fluid to flow only from the PRD pump to the cooler and filter, not the
other way around. If the oil has a temperature below 50° C, then it is directed by the directional
control valve 12.2 directly into the filter 20. If the oil temperature exceeds 50° C, then the directional
control valve 12.2 is switched automatically and the oil is first passed through the air/oil cooler (air
heater) and then, after cooling, it is filtered by filter 20. Pressure gauge 14 indicates the pressure
on the discharge circuit of the PRD pump.
4.5. Safety block, PU - 5.0.
The functional role of this block [2] with devices is to limit the maximum pressure on the hydraulic
discharge circuit of the emergency electric pump and to ensure starting on no-load, disconnected
from the load of electric motor 16. The safety block, PU contains pressure valve 10.1, one-way
valve 11.1, directional control valve 12.1, and pressure gauge 6.4. Safety valve 10.1 limits the
pressure on the discharge circuit of pump 15. One-way valve 11.1 allows oil to flow only from the
pump to the consumer. Directional control valve 12.1 ensures starting on no-load of electric motor
16 because on its P to T field, the pumped discharge oil is sent to the tank without load.
Manometer 6.4 indicates the pressure on the discharge circuit of emergency pump 15.
4.6. Reducing valves block - 6.0.
The functional role of this block is to reduce the pressure exerted by the PPA pump or pump 15 to
the value required for functioning of the welding head and rotary crane mechanisms. The block
contains filter 7, proportionally controlled reducing valves 8 and 9, as well as pressure gauges 6.2
and 6.3. Filter 7 ensures the filtration of the oil that enters the proportional valves to a fineness of
10 µm. Reducing valve 8 is dedicated to the hydraulic circuit of the control head, while reducing
valve 9 is dedicated to the hydraulic circuit of the rotary crane. The pressure on the two circuits is
measured by means of pressure gauges 6.2 and 6.3.
4.7. Oil cooling block - 7.0.
When the oil heating is strong and the air/oil cooler (air heater) does not cope, the water/oil cooler
enters the circuit, too [3]. This function is performed by the oil cooling block with the help of
directional control valve 12.3. On the P to T field of the directional control valve, the oil is only
cooled by the air/oil cooler. On the other side of the directional control valve, the air/oil cooler is
linked in series with the water/oil cooler and thus it increases the oil cooling capacity. Check valve
13 allows oil to flow only from the PRD filtration and cooling pump to oil tank 17.
4.8. Equipped tank - 8.0.
The working fluid is stored in oil tank [4, 5] 17. On the cover of tank 17 there is also level and
temperature transducer 18, filling and venting filter 19, and return filter 20. Level and temperature
transducer 18 signals the situation in which the oil level in basin goes down below the minimum
level and commands the activation of the cooling circuit if the oil temperature rises above 50° C.
The oil is introduced into the tank through filter 19, which also allows the circulation of ambient air
from the outside to the inside of the tank and vice versa due to the variation of the oil level, which is
caused by handling of the hydraulic cylinders. Return filter 20 retains the impurities with which the
hydraulic oil is contaminated during the functioning of the welding head and rotary crane hydraulic
installation.
5. Conclusions
The hydraulic station for a railway track welding machine is designed so that:
- It ensures the operation of the hydraulically actuated mechanisms of the welding head and
the rotary crane at optimal parameters;
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-

It ensures operation in case of failure to complete the duty cycle;
It ensures the filtration and cooling of the hydraulic oil for a long and trouble-free operation
of the railway track welding machine.
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Abstract: The current context of climate change requires the efficiency of district heating systems. The
article proposes the implementation of modernization solutions for district heating systems in order to reduce
heat loss on the distribution system and implicitly CO2 emissions at the level of thermal agent production.
The case study analyses the supply of the Forestry Technical College from Timisoara, which has a heat
demand for the building of 1MW and is located at a distance of 1200m from the nearest thermal point.
Simulations were performed for several efficiency stages of the central heating system, which before
efficiency, operated without any control over the supply with thermal agent.
The first stage of efficiency involves the transition from the uncontrolled continuous supply of the final
consumer to an adjustable supply according to the thermal energy requirement, and the second stage
represents the reduction of supply temperatures on the supply and return pipes from the high temperature
regime (tt = 80oC and tr = 60oC), to an average temperature regime (tt = 60oC and tr = 40oC).
Keywords: District heating, modernization, efficiency, reduction of heat loss

1. Introduction
District heating systems have been known since the 14th century, and have been using various
energy sources since the beginning: geothermal, fossil fuels, biomass and waste incineration. The
thermal transport agent for heat for district heating systems until the 1930s was steam. This
system used pipes made of concrete and was characterized by high energy losses through the
transport system [1].
The second generation of district heating systems appeared after 1930 and used hot water under
pressure at temperatures above 100 ° C, systems characterized by high consumption of materials
with poor thermal properties (pipes in concrete ducts, massive counter current heat exchangers).
These systems have shown an inability to control heat demand, but have shown improved fuel
economy [1], [2], [3].
In the 1970s, the third generation of centralized energy transmission systems was developed. It
also used pressurized water, but at lower temperatures than the previous generation and was often
referred to as the "Scandinavian district heating technology" [1], [2]. During this period, the switch
to prefabricated components buried in the ground (pre-insulated pipes) and to plate heat
exchangers, which generated a reduction in material consumption was made [1], [2], [3].
The fourth generation of systems is a natural evolution of the previous one which, in the context of
the requirements regarding the quality in constructions, regarding energy saving and thermal
insulation, highlights both the characteristics oriented towards efficiency and sustainable use of
natural resources. The main features of this generation refer to the fact that the temperatures of
the thermal agent for transporting or distributing thermal energy continue to decrease (40-60 ° C),
the equipment used is more and more modular, and the materials are increasingly flexible and
have low energy losses, but the most important aspect is that the system makes it easier to
integrate renewable energy sources (heat pumps, solar panels) and excess heat from communities
and industry [3], [4].
The evolution of district heating systems is presented in Table 1 in terms of the method of heat
production and energy source associated with the technological period [1].
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Table 1: Production and energy sources for district energy [1]
Characteristic
Peak Technology
Period
Heat Production

1st Generation
1880–1930

2nd Generation
1930–1980

3rd Generation
1980–2020

4th Generation
2020–2050

Steam boilers
Coal

Large-scale
CHP
Biomass, waste
and fossil fuels

Heat Recycling

Energy Source

CHP and heat- only
boilers
Coal and oil

Renewable
sources

Today, district heating systems allow the long-distance distribution of thermal energy and the
increasing use of renewable energy, thus increasing the fight against global warming and the
energy crisis. For this reason, sustainable district heating systems will have to provide planning
structures, low costs correlated to efficient operation and strategic investments, an aspect
illustrated in Fig. 1 [2].

Fig. 1. The concept of 4th Generation District Heating [2]

Given both the massive expansion of newly built areas characterized by buildings equipped with
low temperature heating systems, and the existence of consumers located at a great distance from
the thermal points, but also the current issue of central heating systems in Romania and in
particularly of the district heating system in Timișoara (pipes with an advanced degree of wear,
insulated in the classical solution), which even in the case of massive investments to replace
existing pipes with pre-insulated pipes, some problems remained unresolved [3].
In this sense, for the transition from generation III to generation IV, the article proposes as
efficiency solutions the zoning of the centralized system according to the type of consumer, in the
sense that the primary distribution network to transport heat on a main route at a maxim
temperature necessary for the most disadvantaged consumer, from which areas with a lower
temperature requirement are supplied, or certain isolated consumers (at a great distance from the
thermal point) [3].
2. Solutions for reducing energy consumption by regulating the temperature, in the
transition from the 3rd to the 4th generation
The district heating system in Timișoara is part of the category of third generation systems that use
as solid energy source solid fuel (coal) with natural gas contribution. The thermal agent used by
district heating plants is hot water (90oC-115oC) transported through the primary circuit to the zonal
thermal points where the energy is transferred to the secondary circuit using plate heat
exchangers. From the thermal points the thermal agent is transported to the final consumers [3].
District heating with low temperature of the thermal agent offers new possibilities for a higher
energy efficiency and a lower consumption of energy produced from fossil fuels. In terms of
demand, low temperature thermal agent is commonly available as a basis for energy efficient
heating of the building and preparation of hot water for consumption. Low temperature heat can be
integrated into district heating by using large-scale efficient heat pumps, solar thermal collectors
and combined heat and power plants on biomass.
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In general, the use of lower temperatures reduces pipeline transport losses and can increase the
overall efficiency of the total energy chains used in district heating. In order to achieve maximum
efficiency, not only district heating networks but also energy conversion must be optimal, and
indoor installations of final consumers must be adapted to allow the use of low temperatures
provided by the network (e.g., by radiant heating). For this reason, the implementation of solutions
based on high levels of renewable energy requires an adaptation of the technical infrastructure and
buildings. A typical district heating network supplies areas with different temperature needs for
heating buildings, such as individual residential areas or condominiums characterized by old
buildings with a high temperature demand, administrative buildings and residential areas of
individual type or condominium characterized by new buildings with a lower temperature demand
(Fig.2a). If we consider the entire district heating system, the total heat loss is significant, as well
as the potential for savings. In each zone, the afferent supply network is practically a branch of the
main primary network (Fig. 2a), and in these branching points it is proposed to change the
temperature by installing a mixing loop (Fig. 2b) [5], adapting the temperature to correspond to the
real heat demand in the area, minimizing the heat loss on the respective branch [3]. Another
common situation is that we have a zonal thermal point that produces thermal energy for nearby
consumers or for more distant consumers (Fig. 3a). The temperature regulation solution for the
distant consumer is for it to be supplied on a dedicated route from the nearest thermal point, thus
having the possibility to regulate the temperature according to its energy requirement (Fig. 3b).

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Temperature regulation solutions for the district heating network
a) Before temperature regulation, b) After temperature regulation [5]
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3. Adapting the existing system and transitioning from the IIIrd to the IVth generation, for an
isolated consumer from Timisoara. Case Study
In general, the district heating systems in our country (which contain in interdependence, the
source, the hot water network, the connection installations and the powered buildings) use two
temperature regulation steps. Thus, at the source the temperature in the supply pipe in the primary
network is fixed based on the forecast data (outdoor temperature and wind speed for a period of
612 hours). At the thermal points, a second regulation step is operated by correlating the
temperature of the thermal agent in the indoor installations with the outdoor temperature.
Therefore, from the thermo-hydraulic point of view in the heat supply using in practice, the
qualitative-quantitative (mixed) regulation based on the use of the theoretical quality graph at
sources and on the correction of the thermal power taken from the final consumers by modifying
the thermal points, automatically or manually the primary heat sink flow.
This change of flow aims both to correlate the temperature of the secondary thermal agent with the
temperature of the outside air and to achieve the condition regarding the temperature of the hot
water for consumption. Thus, it can be said that the adjustments in the two stages regarding the
temperature / flow of the thermal agent finally ensure an additional correction of the heat
consumption at the final consumer. In the operation of the system, a correlation is actually
established between the temperature of the thermal agent and the climatic factors (especially the
temperature of the outside air) [6].
The reason for this correlation, contained in the adjustment chart, is related to the heating process
of the buildings. The process of preparing hot water, as a result of the connection schemes of the
consumers, contributes to the decrease of the water temperature in the return pipe but also to the
lower limitation of the water temperature in the supply pipe, to the value of 65°C, as a result of the
requirement to be able to obtain even during the relatively warm transition periods hot drinking
water at a temperature of 50 - 55°C [3].
Given the fact that the primary and secondary thermal network does not cover the total area of the
city of Timisoara, which is constantly developing and expanding, there is the problem of finding
solutions that are as economical and technically efficient as possible, with which to feed the new
buildings or neighborhoods to the needs of final consumers. One of the classic solutions is the
extension of the primary heating network and the creation of a new heating point to serve as the
connection for new area of buildings. Given that the primary thermal circuit supplies the entire city,
the thermal agent transported through the primary network has a fairly high temperature, with a
variation between 90-115oC on the supply pipe and 50-65oC on the return pipe, generating a
considerable energy loss. [3].
The evolution from the 3rd to the 4th generation district heating system requires a decrease in the
temperature of the transport thermal agent, so we have to choose a supply solution that supports
this principle. In Timisoara, at the moment, the temperature regulation of the thermal agent is made
from the unit thermal point for the whole served consumption area, and the supply regime is 24
hours.
The case study analyzes the heat supply of the Forestry Technical College from Timișoara, which
has a heat demand of 1MW [7]. The proposed modernization aims both to reduce energy losses
through the transport of thermal agent and to reduce CO2 emissions.
The Forestry Technical College is supplied from the PT UMT thermal point, as can be seen in (Fig.
3), through a dedicated route, made with pre-insulated steel pipes D.139.7x250mm with insulation
class "1 x reinforced" [ 7], with a length of 1200 meters, through which the thermal agent is
transported with a flow temperature of 80oC and a return temperature of 60oC, Heat exchange
between the thermal agent delivered from the UMT thermal point and the thermal agent circulated
through the consumer's indoor installation it is made with the help of a thermal module [7].
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Fig. 3. Heat supply of the Technical Forestry College from Timișoara [7]
Thermal supply network of the Forestry Technical College
Thermal supply network of the residential buildings

The reduction of thermal energy loss on district heating pipes can be done in two ways, the use of
thermally insulated pipes and reducing the temperature of the thermal agent to a temperature as
low as possible without affecting the necessary thermal parameters to the final consumer.
Considering the fact that the thermal network route we are referring to in this case is made from
good quality pre-insulated pipes, we propose a solution to reduce energy loss by lowering the
transport temperature of the thermal agent.
In the studied situation considering the long length of the district heating route to the final
consumer, as well as the destination of the educational building, we identified a first stage of
modernization of the district heating system which involves the transition from a continuous supply
of heat during the day to a supply correlated with the final consumer's requirement.
The simulation for the supply with thermal agent of the Forestry Technical College was performed
with the help of the Polysun calculation program [8] which is based on the analytical relation (1),
according to the design regulations of the heating installations [9], [10].
Q = m · cp · (t1 - t2)

(1)

where:
m - mass flow, in kg / s;
cp - specific heat of water, in kJ / kg · K;
t1 - indoor water temperature, in ° C;
t2 - outdoor ambient temperature, in ° C.
The principle diagram of the consumer supply installation in the existing situation is presented in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the existing installation
1 – District Heating Substation, 2 – Circulating pump DH, 3 – Heat exchanger
4 – Circulating pump end-user, 5 – End-user
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For the existing heat supply situation of the Forestry Technical College, at the supply / return
temperatures of 80/60 ° C, the heat losses were simulated according to the average outdoor
temperature for Timișoara [11], [12], for the year 2022. Fig. 5 shows the variation of heat loss (Fig.
5a) and the monthly energy consumption (Fig. 5b).

a)

b)
Fig. 5. Heat loss and energy consumption for the existing situation [8]

The first stage involved a modernization of the PT-UMT thermal point by introducing an automation
for the circulation pump of the thermal agent to the studied consumer, so that on the transmission
network the circulation of the thermal agent is realized only during the period when there is
circulation in the interior heating installation of the consumer.
At this stage of modernization at the flow / return temperatures of 80/60°C, heat losses were
simulated under the same conditions depending on the average outside temperature. In Fig. 6
shows the variation of heat loss (Fig. 6a) and the monthly energy consumption (Fig. 6b).

a)
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b)
Fig. 6. Heat loss and energy consumption for modernization situation (pumping automation) [8]

Considering the supply solution of the final consumer on a dedicated route, the possibility of
implementing a new stage of efficiency of the supply system was studied by reducing the
temperature of the supplied thermal agent from the initial situation 80/60°C to 60/40°C. The results
can be seen in Fig. 7 showing the variation of heat loss (Fig. 7a) and the monthly energy
consumption (Fig. 7b).

a)

b)
Fig. 7. Heat loss and energy consumption for the efficiency situation (reduction of supply / return
temperatures) [8]
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Compared to the existing situation, the modernization stage can contribute to the reduction of
energy loss on the supply route by a percentage of 51.12%, and the efficiency stage can contribute
to the reduction of energy loss on the supply route by a percentage of 65.87%, according to Table
2. In addition, one can observe that for the modernization and efficiency stage, respectively, a
saving of 145.3 MWh can be achieved by applying the pumping automation and 191.8MWh
respectively by reducing the temperature of the thermal agent.
Table 2: Analysis of annual consumption and reduction of heat loss
Characteristics

Unit

Existing
situation

Modernized
situation

Streamlined
situation

Annual heat loss

[MWh]

295.60

144.50

100.87

Heat loss
reduction

[%]

-

51.12

65.87

Annual energy
consumption

[MWh]

631.8

486.5

440

Annual energy
reduction

[MWh]

-

145.30

191.80

A comparative analysis obtained by simulating the operating parameters, between the three
variants of heat supply (during the cold period of the year) of the analysed isolated consumer is
presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The comparison between the heat losses of all three analysed variants

From the analysis of the graphical representation in Figure 8, one can notice that in the existing
situation the heat loss curves on the supply and return of the system keep their allure throughout
the year, while in the situation of the modernized system by automating pumping and the system
considered efficient energetically, they change their shape, having a decreasing tendency as the
outside temperature increases.
4. Conclusions
For the transition from generation III to generation IV, modernization and efficiency measures can
be multiple and can be carried out in several stages depending on the particular situations of final
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consumers, measures aimed at the realization and sustainable use of district heating networks, in
accordance with policy to reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
For the case study, based on the results obtained by simulation, it can be seen that for the first
stage of modernization a reduction of energy losses of 51.12% was obtained compared to the
existing situation (continuous circulation), and for the efficiency stage by reducing the supply/return
temperatures of the thermal agent obtained a reduction of energy losses of 65.87% compared to
the existing situation. On the other hand, an important aspect is the reduction of the annual thermal
energy consumption materialized by a reduction of 145.3 MWh by automating the pumping and
respectively 191.8 MWh by streamlining the system by reducing the supply/return temperatures of
the thermal agent.
As future directions, the authors intend to carry out a study on the use of heat pumps for the
production of heat for this case study and to assess the reduction of CO2 emissions.
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Abstract: The authors of this article have developed three high-pressure pumping modules, composed of
low-pressure electric pumps, equipped with oscillating hydraulic pressure intensifiers (miniboosters), which
they intended to use to supply hydraulic cylinders of small dimensions and high forces. Due to the flow and
pressure pulsations that occur at the outlet of the minibooster secondary side, such pumping modules are
recommended for applications with static loads, which imply generating and maintaining high pressures in
the volumes of closed spaces (pipes, tanks), or at the end of the stroke of hydraulic cylinders (presses). The
authors have demonstrated, on an experimental test bench, which includes a 700 bar hydraulic test cylinder
and a load simulation hydraulic cylinder, that the three pumping modules can also be used for the relatively
uniform displacement of the dynamic load test cylinder over its entire stroke.
Keywords: High-pressure pumping module, minibooster, dynamic load, hydraulic cylinder, uniform
displacement

1. Introduction
A high-pressure pumping module may be equivalent to a low-pressure pumping group (oil
tank + fixed flow electric pump + pressure valve + hydraulic directional control valve + pressure
filter) equipped with an oscillating hydraulic pressure intensifier (minibooster).
The classic application for the use of these pumping modules, whose hydraulic operating diagram
is shown in Figure 1, is the supply of single or double acting hydraulic cylinders, which move with
no load over the entire advance stroke, except at the end of the stroke, where they have to achieve
and maintain high clamping / pressing forces. Basically, the high-pressure pumping module
operates at low pressure during the displacement of hydraulic cylinder, with maximum flow,
which produces high speed of displacement of the cylinder; high-pressure operation only takes
place at the stroke end of the cylinder, where the displacement is zero, and the high-pressure
flow is only necessary to cover any internal losses on the high-pressure circuit.
When the slide valve of the pumping module hydraulic directional control valve switches to the left
position of the hydraulic symbol (Fig. 1), fixed pump flow reaches the piston chamber of the (single
or double acting) hydraulic cylinder directly, bypassing low / high-pressure pistons (LP, HP) and
bistable distribution valve (BV1), the two check valves (KV1, KV2) and unlockable check valve
(DV) being open, and the cylinder starts its advance stroke at full speed.
When the cylinder piston reaches the end of the advance stroke, or on the onset of the load, the
three check valves (KV1, KV2, DV) get closed, and the minibooster starts up and pumps oil at high
pressure, namely:
- The two pistons (LP+HP) move in both directions;
- Through the hydraulically operated distribution valve the oil discharged by the fixed pump fills
volume 2 (when pistons LP+HP move upwards) or volume 2 is discharged through volume 3 to
the tank (when pistons LP+HP move downwards);
- The oil at low pressure is sucked into the volume V1 (KV1 open, KV2 closed), when pistons
move downwards;
- The oil at high pressure is pumped out of the volume V1 (KV1 closed, KV2 open), when pistons
move upwards.
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Up and down displacement of the pistons stops (the minibooster stops working) when the pressure
on fitting H of the minibooster reaches the set value of the safety valve (not shown in fig.1) of the
pump (the pump discharges through the safety valve to the tank). The pressure on fitting IN of the
minibooster is amplified on fitting H, with a value equal to the amplification ratio i. If the pressure in
fitting H decreases due to internal oil leaks, the minibooster starts working again to restore high
pressure.
To start the retraction stroke of the cylinder, the slide valve of the pumping module hydraulic
directional control valve switches to the right position of the hydraulic symbol; unlockable check
valve DV receives the command to open from the pump, and the hydraulic cylinder piston chamber
is discharged via DV to the tank.
Caption:
LP = low-pressure piston;
HP = high-pressure piston;
BV1 = bistable distribution valve, hydraulically controlled
through pilot channels 1 and 2, for changing the
direction of displacement of the pistons;
DV = unlockable check valve, controlled through pilot
channel 3, for discharging high-pressure oil from the
chamber of the consumer;
KV1, KV2 = check valves for oil inlet / outlet in / from
high-pressure chamber Vol.1;
Vol.2 = volume of oil discharged to the tank by
distribution valve BV1, via volume Vol.3;
IN = inlet fitting to the primary side of the minibooster;
R = outlet (return) fitting from the primary side of the
minibooster;
H = secondary side of the minibooster outlet fitting;
CV = hydraulic directional control valve for changing the
direction of displacement of the hydraulic cylinder, single
or double acting, supplied via high-pressure outlet fitting
H, from the secondary side of the minibooster.
Fig. 1. Classic application for using pumping modules equipped with minibooster [1]

2. High-pressure pumping modules equipped with miniboosters
Figure 2 below shows the three high-pressure pumping modules developed by the authors (MP1,
MP2, MP3), of different power, pressure amplification ratios and flow rates.

Fig. 2. The three high-pressure pumping modules equipped with miniboosters
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Table 1: Technical characteristics of high-pressure pumping modules
Technical characteristics
Overall dimensions [mm]
Geometric volume of the pump
Vg[cm3/rev]
Pump flow rate Q[l/min]
Oil tank volume V[l]
Pump drive electric motor
power N[kW]
Pump drive electric motor
speed n[rev/min]
Rated pump pressure
(IN minibooster) pIN[bar]
Pressure amplification ratio
i = pH1 / pIN [-]
Amplified pressure
pH1 [bar]
Flow rate at amplified pressure
QH1 [l/min]
High-pressure outlet fitting of
minibooster H1

Pumping module
MP1
443 x 425 x 880

Pumping module
MP2
443 x 425 x 880

Pumping module
MP3
443 x 425 x 880

8

6

4.20

11.77
38

8.95
38

6.10
38

4

3

2.2

1460

1455

1455

adjustable 0...200

adjustable 0...200

adjustable 0...200

5

6.6

7.6

adjustable 0...1000

adjustable 0...1320

adjustable 0...1520

11.77...0.75

8.95...0.40

6.10...0.30

internal thread
M22 x 1.5

internal thread
M22 x 1.5

internal thread
M22 x 1.5

The technical characteristics of these products are shown in Table 1, and their hydraulic operating
diagram in Figure 3.

Caption:
1 = hydraulic tank with return filter and filling and venting filter;
2 = electric pump (4 kW, 3 kW, 2.2 kW);
3 = block with hydraulic devices (direct pressure control valve,
modular pressure filter, 4/3 electrohydraulic directional control
valve, low pressure gauge);
4 = minibooster (i=5, i=6.6, i= 7.6);
IN = low-pressure inlet fitting of the minibooster (primary side of
the minibooster);
H1 = high-pressure outlet fitting of the minibooster (secondary
side of the minibooster);
H2 = high pressure gauge fitting (secondary side of the
minibooster);
R = return fitting (primary side of the minibooster).

Fig. 3. Hydraulic operating diagram of the three high-pressure pumping modules

3. Experimental tests on high-pressure pumping modules equipped with miniboosters
Static load tests and dynamic load tests on the high-pressure fitting of the minibooster have been
carried out for each of the three pumping modules [2]...[7].
3.1 Static load tests on the pumping modules
Static load tests on pumping modules MP1, MP2, and MP3 have been carried out with an M22x1.5
plug, mounted on fitting H1 of the minibooster and adjusting the pressure in the primary side in the
range 0 ... 200 bar. Figure 4 shows the maximum pressure values achieved by the three pumping
modules (pHmax).
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Pumping module MP1
Product code:
MPIP-HP1-8.0-HC7-5.00.0
On the large pressure
gauge:
pH2 = 960 bar
On the small pressure
gauge:
pIN = 200 bar
Amplification ratio:
i = 960 / 200 = 4.80

Pumping module MP2
Product code:
MPIP-HP1-6.0-HC7-6.60.0

On the large pressure
gauge:
pH2 = 1290 bar
On the small pressure
gauge:
pIN = 200 bar
Amplification ratio:
i = 1290 / 200 = 6.45

Pumping module MP3
Product code:
MPIP-HP1-4.3-HC7-7.60.0

On the large pressure
gauge:
pH2 = 1540 bar
On the small pressure
gauge:
pIN = 200 bar
Amplification ratio:
i = 1540 / 200 = 7.70

Fig. 4. Maximum pressure values achieved with the three pumping modules (MP1, MP2, MP3)
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3.2 Dynamic load tests on the pumping modules
The dynamic load tests of the three pumping modules have been carried out on the test bench for
high-pressure pumping modules and systems, product code SPMS-0.0, which is shown in fig. 5.

Caption:
1 = Pumping module under tests (MP1, MP2, MP3);
1.1 = Electric pump (4 kW, 3 kW, 2.2 kW);
1.2 = Electric panel;
1.3 = Block with hydraulic devices (direct pressure
control
valve,
modular
pressure
filter,
4/3
electrohydraulic directional control valve, low pressure
gauge);
1.4 = Low pressure gauge (it reads 100 bar);
1.5 = Minibooster (i=5, i=6.6, i=7.6);
1.6 = High pressure gauge (it reads 750 bar);
2 = Hydraulic cylinder fastening module;
2.1 = Test cylinder Ø38.1/ Ø25.4 x 257 (pmax= 700 bar);
2.2 = Load cylinder Ø80/ Ø45 x 300;
2.3, 2.4 = Pressure gauges for measuring pressure in
the load cylinder chambers;
2.5 = Check valves (4 pcs.);
2.6 = Support frame;
3 = Hydraulic station for filling the load cylinder;
3.1 = Electric pump 2.2 kW, 60 cm3/rev;
3.2 = Normally closed proportional pressure valve;
3.3 = Power supply for proportional electromagnet of
normally closed pressure valve.
Note:
The pictures have been taken during experimental tests
on pumping module MP3.
Fig. 5. Test bench for high-pressure pumping modules and systems with dynamic load
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3.2.1 Dynamic load tests on module MP1
Module MP1 was connected hydraulically to the 700 bar test cylinder (HC) of the bench, with fitting
H1 of the minibooster fixed to the piston chamber fitting and fitting B of the 4/3 electrohydraulic
directional control valve fixed to the rod fitting. Seven measurements were performed, as follows:
Measurement 1: Maximum flow rate of pumping module MP1, idle, with no load, was determined
by using a graded beaker and stopwatch (11.77 l / min);
For the next measurements, the safety valve (SV) of the module was set to 160 bar, taking into
account two aspects: maximum working pressure of the test cylinder of the bench (700 bar); the
safety valve of the module must not open during the displacement of the load cylinder of the bench
(for Qs = 0, it results Qpump = QIN = QH + QR).
Measurement 2: Flow rate of pumping module MP1, idle, with no load, with zero supply current of
the normally closed proportional valve that simulates the load, was determined by measuring the
time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder (stroke = 257 mm);
Measurements 3-7: Flow rates of pumping module MP1, with load, were determined for the
normally closed proportional valve supply currents of 0.5A, 0.7A, 0.9A, 1.1A, 1.3A, simulating the
load, by measuring the time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder. The results of the
measurements are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6.
Table 2: Results of experimental tests with dynamic load on module MP1

Time /
stroke
[s/ 257
mm]
(t)

Speed
of
HC
[mm/s]
(V=c/t)

HC
Piston
area
[mm2]
(Ap)

2.670
16.145
16.860
17.860
19.260
23.265

96.254
15.918
15.243
14.389
13.343
11.046

1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140

Calculated values
Flow rates [l/min]
(Q=ApxV)
on H1

max.

on R

11.770
6.583
1.088
1.042
0.984
0.912
0.755

11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77
11.77

0.000
5.186
10.681
10.727
10.785
10.857
11.014

Force
of HC
[ kN ]
(F=
p/Ap)

Ampl.
ratio
i [-]

0.00
3.42
17.1
29.07
42.75
58.14
71.25

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4 kW-MP1 module_Dynamic load tests
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Fig. 6. Module M1: Variation of QH1, QR, speed, and force of test cylinder depending on pH1
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3.2.2 Dynamic load tests on module MP2
Module MP2 was connected hydraulically to the 700 bar test cylinder (HC) of the bench, with fitting
H1 of the minibooster fixed to the piston chamber fitting and fitting B of the 4/3 electrohydraulic
directional control valve fixed to the rod fitting. Seven measurements were performed, as follows:
Measurement 1: Maximum flow rate of pumping module MP2, idle, with no load, was determined
using a graded beaker and stopwatch (8.955 l / min);
For the next measurements, the safety valve (SV) of the module was set to 120 bar, taking into
account two aspects: maximum working pressure of the test cylinder of the bench (700 bar); the
safety valve of the module must not open during the displacement of the load cylinder of the bench
(for Qs = 0, it results Qpump = QIN = QH + QR).
Measurement 2: Flow rate of pumping module MP2, idle, with no load, with zero supply current of
the normally closed proportional valve that simulates the load, was determined by measuring the
time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder (stroke = 257 mm);
Measurements 3-7: Flow rates of pumping module MP2, with load, were determined for the
normally closed proportional valve supply currents of 0.4A, 0.7A, 0.9A, 1.1A, 1.3A, simulating the
load, by measuring the time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder. The results of the
measurements are shown in Table 3 and Figure 7.
Table 3: Results of experimental tests with dynamic load on module MP2

Time /
stroke
[s/ 257
mm]
(t)

Speed
of
HC
[mm/s]
(V=c/t)

HC
Piston
area
[mm2]
(Ap)

3.373
26.500
30.770
33.190
36.280
43.470

76.193
9.698
8.352
7.743
7.083
5.912

1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140

Calculated values
Flow rates [l/min]
(Q=ApxV)
on H1

max.

on R

8.955
5.211
0.663
0.571
0.529
0.484
0.404

8.955
8.955
8.955
8.955
8.955
8.955
8.955

0.000
3.743
8.291
8.383
8.425
8.470
8.550

Force
of HC
[ kN ]
(F=
p/Ap)

Ampl.
ratio
i [-]

0.00
3.42
11.40
22.80
41.61
57.00
74.10

6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6

3 kW-MP2_Dynamic load tests
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Fig. 7. Module M2: Variation of QH1, QR, speed, and force of test cylinder depending on pH1
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3.2.3 Dynamic load tests on module MP3
Module MP3 was connected hydraulically to the 700 bar test cylinder (HC) of the bench, with fitting
H1 of the minibooster fixed to the piston chamber fitting and fitting B of the 4/3 electrohydraulic
directional control valve fixed to the rod fitting. Seven measurements were performed, as follows:
Measurement 1: Maximum flow rate of pumping module MP3, idle, with no load, was determined
using a graded beaker and stopwatch (6.10 l / min);
For the next measurements, the safety valve (SV) of the module was set to 120 bar, taking into
account two aspects: maximum working pressure of the test cylinder of the bench (700 bar); the
safety valve of the module must not open during the displacement of the load cylinder of the bench
(for Qs = 0, it results Qpump = QIN = QH + QR).
Measurement 2: Flow rate of pumping module MP3, idle, with no load, with zero supply current of
the normally closed proportional valve that simulates the load, was determined by measuring the
time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder (stroke = 257 mm);
Measurements 3-7: Flow rates of pumping module MP3, with load, were determined for the
normally closed proportional valve supply currents of 0.5A, 0.8A, 1A, 1.2A, 1.3A, simulating the
load, by measuring the time of a complete advance stroke of the test cylinder. The results of the
measurements are shown in Table 4 and Figure 8.
Table 4: Results of experimental tests with dynamic load on module MP3

Time /
stroke
[s/ 257
mm]
(t)

Speed
of
HC
[mm/s]
(V=c/t)

HC
Piston
area
[mm2]
(Ap)

5.176
41.65
45.96
50.31
54.22
56.45

49.652
6.170
5.591
5.108
4.739
4.552

1140
1140
1140
1140
1140
1140

Calculated values
Flow rates [l/min]
(Q=ApxV)
on H1

max.

on R

6.100
3.396
0.422
0.382
0.349
0.324
0.311

6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10
6.10

0.000
2.703
5.677
5.717
5.750
5.775
5.788

Force
of HC
[ kN ]
(F=
p/Ap)

Ampl.
ratio
i [-]

0.00
3.42
20.52
38.76
52.44
66.12
71.82

7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6

2.2 kW-MP3_Dynamic load tests
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Fig. 8. Module M3: Variation of QH1, QR, speed, and force of test cylinder depending on pH1
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3.2.4 Comparison of flow rates of the pumping modules at equal dynamic loads
The three pumping modules (MP1, MP2, MP3) are characterized by increasing pressure
amplification ratios (5, 6.6, 7.6) and decreasing flow rates at high pressures. As a result, the test
cylinder has high speed and creates low force when it is supplied by module MP1, and vice versa,
low speed and high force when it is supplied by module MP3. A comparison of flow rates at the
secondary output of the minibosters of the three pumping modules (fitting H1), which determines
the speed rates on the advance stroke of the test cylinder of the bench depending on its load, is
plotted in Figures 9 and 10.

Comparison of pump flow rates
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Fig. 9. Comparison of dynamic load flow rates of the three pumping modules
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Fig. 10. Comparison of dynamic load flow rates of the three pumping modules (Detail)
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4. Conclusions








Static load tests have shown the ability of the pumping modules to achieve, on the high
pressure fitting within the secondary side of the oscillating hydraulic amplifier, high,
adjustable, static pressures (MP1 = 0 ... 1000 bar; MP2 = 0 ... 1320 bar; MP3 = 0 ... 1420
bar) through the direct pressure control valve in the primary side. This technical
characteristic of the three pumping modules makes them recommendable for use in static
resistance tests of metal pipes and tanks; long-term maintenance of high pressure in
hydraulic presses.
Dynamic load tests have shown the ability of the pumping modules to drive single and
double acting hydraulic cylinders, of high pressures and small dimensions, on their entire
advance stroke, the displacement being relatively uniform and continuous, with small
pulsations. This technical characteristic of the three pumping modules makes them
recommendable for use when driving hydraulic cylinders in the structure of extrication
rescue equipment and intervention tools used in case of road accidents; installations for
lifting and getting back on the rails the derailed rolling stock; hydraulic lifting equipment
used in mines and other narrow spaces.
Dynamic load tests have shown that the set of low-pressure (LP in Fig. 1) and highpressure (HP in Fig. 1) pistons, together with the hydraulically controlled bistable
distribution valve (BV1 in Fig. 1) oscillates inside minibosters even if there is only the
resistive load given by internal frictions in the seals of hydraulic cylinders of the bench
(approx. 30 bar on output H of the miniboster). For such low loads, the flow rates on return
R of the minibosters being appreciable (5.186 l / min, for module M1; 3.743 l / min, for
module M2; 3.420 l / min, for module M3), the displacement speeds of hydraulic cylinders
decrease significantly compared to the case when they are supplied with a pumping
module without minibooster.
For a qualitative assessment of uniformity of displacement of the hydraulic cylinders in the
structure of the bench, measurements will be carried out by using an acceleration
transducer fixed on the coupling between the rods of the cylinders.
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Abstract: The paper presents the constructive solution of a fine air bubble generator that is used to aerate
waters. This generator is provided with a perforated plate, which has orifices for the introduction of air into
the water, as follows:
- Variant I: the diameter of the orifice is 0.1 mm
- Variant II: the diameter of the orifice is 0.5 mm.
A computation program is being developed showing the change in the concentration of dissolved oxygen in
the water as a function of time in which air is introduced into the water.
Theoretical and experimental data for the two variants are compared; it is concluded that as the diameter of
the orifice in the perforated plate decreases, the water aeration process becomes more efficient.
Keywords: Fine bubble generator, water aeration, dissolved oxygen, orifice.

1. Introduction
The gaseous mixture that can be introduced into the water to increase the oxygen concentration
can be [1] [2]:
1. atmospheric air (21% O2 + 79% N2);
2. atmospheric air + oxygen taken from a cylinder in certain proportions;
3. low nitrogen air supplied by oxygen concentrators.
In case 1 it can be stated that an aeration process takes place which aims at oxygenating the
waters.
In cases 2 and 3, as the oxygen content of the gas mixture changes, the notion of water
oxygenation is introduced, i.e., a distinction must be made as follows:
• water aeration takes place by introducing atmospheric air into the water (1);
• oxygenation of water takes place by introducing oxygen-enriched air (2) + (3)
Aeration and oxygenation of water are biphasic mass transfer processes, the gaseous phase
passes into the liquid phase (water). Applications of these processes are used for the following
purposes:
- for wastewater treatment;
- for biological wastewater treatment;
- when collecting and separating emulsified fats from wastewater;
- in maintaining an optimal level of oxygen concentration for underwater plants or animals;
- in some of the processes of treating the water captured from a source, to make it drinkable.
Gas bubbles immersed in water can be classified according to their diameter as follows (figure 1):

Fig. 1. Classification of gas bubbles according to their diameter (ø):
I - the area where the gas bubbles can be observed under the microscope;
II - the area where gas bubbles can be observed with difficulty;
III - the area where gas bubbles can be observed with the naked eye.
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In figure 2, one can observe that the oxygen in the water appears in two forms:
• O2 bound to H2;
• Free O2, called dissolved oxygen in water.

O2
H 2O

H 2O
O2

Fig. 2. Oxygen dissolved in water

The solubility of oxygen in water is dependent on temperature, atmospheric pressure, the size of
the air-water contact surface and water turbulence. The oxygen needed for the aeration process is
taken from the atmospheric air and introduced into the water by three methods: pneumatic,
mechanical, and mixed. The pneumatic method uses aeration devices that introduce fine air
bubbles into the water; these devices are classified into three categories, as follows [3] [4]:
I. fine bubble generators constructed of ceramic, plastic materials;
II. fine bubble generators constructed of perforated elastic membranes;
III. fine bubble generators with perforated plates made with the help of micro-machines for drilling
in coordinates, with drills of ø <0.5mm.
Oxygen transfer in wastewater is an important issue in treatment technology; using fine bubble
aeration, the amount of air introduced is optimized, obtaining significant energy savings. Fine air
bubbles are obtained with the help of fine bubble generators (FBG) made of ceramic materials
(porous diffusers) or perforated plates.
The use of porous diffusers has the following disadvantages:
• emitted air bubbles have unequal diameters;
• air bubbles appear irregularly, only on certain parts of the surface of the porous diffusers;
• porous diffusers have high pressure losses [5].
In recent years, researches on water oxygenation have focused on obtaining fine bubble
generators whose orifices for the air introduction into the water have a diameter d <1 mm. FBGs
were built which has the perforated plate made by an unconventional technological process (EDM);
this process ensures a uniform distribution of the orifices on the surface of the plate and an equal
diameter of the orifices. The size and dimension of the orifices are an important parameter of the
FBG because it directly affects the air inlet pressure in the FBG, and the size of the air bubble
blown into the water.
2. Mathematical model- the oxygen transfer rate equation
The rate of transfer of dissolved oxygen in water is given by the relation [6] [7]:
dC
 a  kL   Cs  C0  [kg / m3 s]
(1)
d
where:
dC / dτ - rate of change of dissolved oxygen concentration in water (rate of oxygen transfer to
water);
akL - volumetric mass transfer coefficient [s-1];
Cs - mass concentration of oxygen at saturation in the liquid phase [kg / m3];
C - current mass oxygen concentration in the liquid phase [kg / m3].
The term "akL" includes:
kL- mass transfer coefficient [m / s];
a - specific interphase contact surface:
A  m2 
a  3
(2)
V m 
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where: A- gas bubble area [m2];
V - the volume of the biphasic system (air + water) [m3];
If boundary conditions C = C0 are imposed for τ = 0, equation (1) can be integrated [8] [9] [10]:
dC
 a  k L dτ
Cs  C
In the hypothesis that C <Cs, after integration, it results:
 ln  Cs  C   a  k L  τ  ct

(3)

(4)

The constant is obtained from the limit condition: C = C0 for τ = 0
and has the value:
ct   ln  Cs  C0 

(5)

Introducing (6) in (4) one can obtain:
 ln  Cs  C   a  k L  τ  ln  Cs  C0 

(6)

ln  Cs  C   ln  Cs  C0   a  k L  τ
ln  Cs – C   ln  Cs – C0   ln e

(7)

 a k L  τ

ln  Cs – C   ln(  Cs – C0 ·e

(8)

 a k L  τ

Cs – C  ln(  Cs – C0 ·e  akL τ

C  Cs –  Cs – C0 ·e  akL τ
(9)
τ=0
To determine theoretically the increase in the concentration of dissolved oxygen in water as a
function of the oxygenation time of water, the following quantities must be known:
Table 1: Variation of saturation concentration with temperature at patm = 760 mm Hg
t°C

Cs

t°C

Cs

t°C

Cs

t°C

Cs

0.0

14.60

10.0

11.30

20.0

9.10

30.0

7.50

0.5

14.40

10.5

11.10

20.5

9.00

30.5

7.50

1.0

14.20

11.0

11.00

21.0

8.90

31.0

7.40

1.5

14.00

11.5

10.90

21.5

8.80

31.5

7.30

2.0

13.80

12.0

10.80

22.0

8.70

32.0

7.30

2.5

13.60

12.5

10.60

22.5

8.60

32.5

7.20

3.0

13.40

13.0

10.50

23.0

8.60

33.0

7.20

3.5

13.30

13.5

10.40

23.5

8.50

33.5

7.10

4.0

13.10

14.0

10.30

24.0

8.40

34.0

7.00

4.5

12.90

14.5

10.20

24.5

8.30

34.5

7.00

5.0

12.70

15.0

10.10

25.0

8.20

35.0

6.90

5.5

12.60

15.5

10.00

25.5

8.20

35.5

6.90

6.0

12.40

16.0

9.80

26.0

8.10

36.0

6.80

6.5

12.30

16.5

9.70

26.5

8.00

36.5

6.80

7.0

12.10

17.0

9.60

27.0

7.90

37.0

6.70

7.5

12.00

17.5

9.50

27.5

7.90

37.5

6.70

8.0

11.80

18.0

9.40

28.0

7.80

38.0

6.60

8.5

11.70

18.5

9.30

28.5

7.70

38.5

6.60

9.0

11.50

19.0

9.30

29.0

7.70

39.0

6.50

9.5

11.40

19.5

9.20

29.5

7.60

39.5

6.50
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a) Initial oxygen concentration for a given water temperature (t = 25 ° C), C0 = 5.12 mg / dm3;
b) The saturation concentration Cs = 8.2 mg / dm3 for the same water temperature t = 25 ° C can
be read from Table 1 [11].
c) Integration step: a research duration of about two hours is estimated; the step: h = 1 min is
chosen (n = 121); =τ = 120 min.
From the literature [12] [13], for a constant airflow of 540 dm3 / h, a value for akL of 0.09 is adopted.
START

Define

Read

y '( x)  f ( x, y ) 

dC
 ak L (Cs  C )
d

ak L.  min 1 , h  1 min, n  121

i 1
x1  0; y1  C1

yi 1  yi  aK L (Cs  yi )  h

xi 1  xi  h

No

in

Display

Yes

M i ( xi , yi )

STOP

Fig. 3. Logical computation scheme for the numerical integration of the differential equation of the oxygen
transfer rate

The scheme (figure 3) is based on the Euler method, the method with separate steps and explicit
algorithm [14] [15].
2.1. Establishing the architecture of the orifice plate of the fine air bubbles generator
Two categories of parameters intervene in the water oxygenation process:
I. geometric parameters of the fine bubble generator, more precisely of the plate with fine orifices
(D, s, do, d); (figure 4).
II. operating parameters ( V&, ΔpFBG, H, C0).
Notations:
D - the diameter of the bubble at its detachment from the orifice [m];
s - thickness of the perforated plate [m];
do – orifice diameter [m];
d - the distance between two orifices on the same line [m].
d0

s

D0

d

d

d

Fig. 4. Logical computation scheme for the numerical integration
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In the design and construction of the FBG, the following two conditions must be met: [16] [17]:
s
I
 3,
(10)
d0

d
8
(11)
d0
In the experimental researches for the two variants are obtained:
(12)
I  d0  0.1mm; s / d0  2 / 0.1  20; d / d0  2 / 0.1  20
(13)
II  d0  0.5 mm; s / d0  2 / 0.5  4; d / d0  10 / 0.5  20
One can observe that for the two variants the ratio s / d0> 3, and the ratio d / d0 = 20, so d / d0> 8.
From the previous researches and considering the architecture of the installation for experimental
research on FBG, an outlet air section in water of A = 1.2‧10-6m2 was chosen.
The number of orifices for the two variants results:
A
1.2 10 6
(14)
I  d0  0.1mm; n0.1 

 152 orifices
 π  d02  / 4 π   0.1103 2
II 

I  d0  0.5 mm; n0.5 

4
1.2 10 6

A

 6 orifices
 π  d02  / 4 π   0.5 103 2

(15)

4
A new generation of FBG is proposed in which the air dispersion orifices in the water are
processed by micro-drilling, and the diameters of the orifices are of the dimensions: d0I = 0.1 mm,
d0II = 0.5 mm.
Other types of FBG obtained by unconventional technologies are presented in the papers [18] [19].
The following are the two constructive variants of FBG, namely:
Variant I: FBG with a perforated plate with 152 orifices, ø 0.1 mm;
Variant II: FBG with a perforated plate with 6 orifices, ø 0.5 mm.
I. FBG presentation for variant I.
Figure 5 shows the plate with orifices.
A

A-A
5
3

360

80

304

s

A
Orifices Ø0.1

2

a)

b)

Fig. 5. FBG orifices plate
a) plan view; b) cross section

To perform the orifices in the plate (figure 5), an alveolus (a channel) 3 mm deep and 304 mm long
was created. Subsequently, with the help of a C.N.C (numerically controlled machine), a special
machine for microprocessors type KERN Micro 152 orifices were made in channel with Ø 0.1 mm.
This machine has an accuracy of ± 0.5 µm, which ensured the creation of a FBG which is an
original construction solution.
Figure 6 shows the constructive solution of the FBG for variant I.
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Aer comprimat

Aer comprimat

6

4

4
5

3

50

80

2
1

360

Fig. 6. Fine air bubble generator
1- compressed air tank; 2- sealing gasket; 3- plate with orifices; 4- FBG Ø 18mm compressed air supply
pipe; 5-connection for measuring compressed air pressure; 6- screws for fixing the plate with orifices in the
tank frame

Following the running of the computation program, for the FBG in variant I the curve C = f (τ)
presented in figure 7 was constructed (Initial data: V& 600 dm3 / h ; C0 = 5.48 mg / dm3, τ = 120
minutes; tH O  24 oC ; Cs = 8.4 mg / dm3).
2

Fig. 7. Variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time for FBG in variant I with
ø 0.1 mm

II. FBG presentation for variant II.
A rectangular plate is chosen as the construction form for the orifice plate. A sketch of this plate is
shown in Figure 8:
240

10

95

80

95

Orifices Ø0.5
Fig. 8. Perforated plate with 6 orifices of Ø 0.5 mm
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For this variant, the distance between the orifices is 10 mm and the thickness of the aluminum
plate is 2 mm. The variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in time for FBG in variant II is shown
in figure 9.

Fig. 9. Variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time for FBG in variant II with ø
0.5 mm

To highlight the influence of the diameter of the air introducing orifice in the water on the
concentration of dissolved oxygen, a comparison of the theoretical researches carried out for the
two types of fine bubble generators was made.

Fig. 10. Variation in the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time
1- FBG in variant I (Ø 0.1 mm), 2 - FBG in variant II (Ø 0.5 mm)

Analyzing figure 10, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- the increase of the dissolved oxygen concentration in the water is faster in the case of the fine
bubble generator with orifices Ø 0.1 mm compared to the generator of fine bubbles with orifices Ø
0.5 mm.
- it is confirmed that a smaller diameter of the air introducing orifices in the water leads to a more
efficient oxygenation of the water volume.
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2.2. Presentation of the experimental installation
The scheme of the experimental installation corresponding to variants I and II, is presented in
figure 11 [20] [21].

Fig. 11. The scheme of the experimental installation for researches on water oxygenation by introducing
compressed atmospheric air into the water tank
1 - electro compressor with air tank; 2 - pressure reducer; 3 - manometer; 4 - connection for evacuating air
into the atmosphere; 5 – T-joint; 6 - rotameter; 7 - electrical panel; 8 - panel with measuring devices; 9 - pipe
for transporting compressed air to the bubble generator, 10 - water tank; 11 - mechanism of actuation of the
probe; 12 - oxygenometer probe; 13 - bubble generator; 14 - support for installation; 15 - control electronics:
a - power supply, b - switch, c - control element, 16 - digital manometer; 17 - oxygenometer; 18 - digital
thermometer
In variant I, the compressed air supplied by a compressor (1) passes through a rotameter (6) so that through
the pipe (9) it reaches the FBG (13).

Fig. 12. Bubble curtain emitted by the fine bubble generator in operation

Figure 12 shows the bubble curtain emitted by FBG inserted in the water tank
3. Results and discussion
During the experimental researches on the operation of FBG in the two variants, the following
remained constant: the area of the air outlet section in the water and the height of the water layer
above the FBG (hydrostatic load).
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Fig. 13. Variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time: C = f (τ)
1- theoretical results in the case of FBG with Ø 0.1 mm; 2-values measured in the case of FBG with Ø 0.1
mm

The experimental and theoretical curves are close, which means that the measurements are
correct, confirming the superior capabilities of the oxygenation system.
Similar to the fine bubble generator with 152 orifices Ø 0.1 mm and for the fine bubble generator
with 6 orifices Ø 0.5 mm the curves in figure 14 are obtained.

Fig. 14. Variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time: C = f (τ)
1- theoretical results in the case of FBG with Ø 0.5 mm; 2-values measured in the case of FBG with
Ø 0.5 mm

The experimentally determined values were graphically represented by the curves C = f (τ) (figure
15).
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Fig. 15. Variation of the dissolved O2 concentration in water as a function of time: C = f (τ)
Measured values for variant I
Measured values for variant II

Figure 15 shows that variant I (curve 1) is more advantageous.
4. Conclusions
Aeration is necessary to improve water quality, to avoid the occurrence of oxygen deficiency in
systems where there is a biochemical consumption of oxygen above the self-aeration capacity of
water, to eliminate toxic gases that can be found in water and in the water treatment process.
The main purpose of water aeration, regardless of the industry and the reason for its use, is to
increase or maintain an optimal level of dissolved oxygen in a water mass. The oxygen needed for
the aeration process is taken from the atmospheric air and introduced into the water. For this
aeration to be effective, a uniform dispersion of air in the volume of water must be ensured.
The pressurized air is dispersed in the form of bubbles by a specialized equipment, located at the
bottom of the treatment tank.
So, the main purpose of aeration regardless of the industry and the purpose where it is used is to
increase or maintain a high or optimal level of dissolved oxygen in a water mass to be used for
various purposes or reintroduced into its natural circuit. The aeration process is used in the
treatment and improvement of water quality, but also in many other fields including medicine,
agriculture, fish farming, etc.
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Abstract: A railway track welding machine has several components in its structure, the most important being
the welding head, which performs the electric flash-butt (end-to-end) welding of the train and tram tracks.
Maneuvering the welding head and positioning it on the rails to be welded is done with the help of a rotary
crane. This article presents the hydraulic installation from the structure of a railway track welding machine.
Keywords: Hydraulic installation, welding head, rotary crane, flash-butt welding

1. Introduction
Flash- butt welding of train or tram tracks is done by a complex mechanical - electrical equipment
called "welding head". To maneuver the welding head, this machine is equipped with a handling
device with hydraulic arms. It is provided to support a load of about 4,500 kg at a length of 3… 4 m.
This rotary crane has a pivoting capacity of 75o on each side of the center thus allowing welding of
adjacent rails. This ability to pivot, together with the arm extension function, covers a wide
operating area for the welding head.
The functions of the equipment are:
- lifting: up /down;
- extension: outside /inside;
- rotation: left / right.
2. Technical characteristics and performance of the rotary crane
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Maximum pressure: ................................... 160 bar;
Maximum flow rate: .................................... 40 l / min;
Supply voltage: ............................................ 24 Vdc;
Control voltage: ............................................. 0 ... 10 V;
Lifting cylinders:
- piston diameter: ............................... 125 mm;
- rod diameter: .................................... 50 mm;
- stroke: .............................................. 880 mm;
- maximum pressure: ........................ 315 bar;
Extension cylinders:
- piston diameter: ................................ 60 mm;
- rod diameter: .................................... 35 mm;
- stroke: ............................................... 1370 mm;
- maximum pressure: .......................... 315 bar.
Rotation mechanism
- speed: ………………………..…… 3 rpm;
- maximum torque: .......................... 800 Nm.
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3. Presentation of the hydraulic installation of the rotary crane
The rotary crane of a railway track welding machine is shown in fig. 1.

1. Proportional battery directional control valve
2. Hydraulic lifting cylinder
3. Hydraulic extension cylinder
4. Brake valves
5. Worm geared brake motor

Fig. 1. The rotary crane of a railway track welding machine

The main components of the rotary crane hydraulic installation: battery directional control valve 1,
hydraulic lifting cylinder 2, hydraulic extension cylinder 3, brake valves 4, and hydraulic gear
reducer 5.
3.1. Proportional battery directional control valve
Proportional battery directional control
valve 1 (fig. 2) [1] is fixed on the crane
platform. It is controlled by a digital
electronic amplifier.

Fig. 2. Proportional battery directional control valve

3.2. Lifting hydraulic cylinder
Hydraulic cylinder [2, 3] for lifting the crane arm (hydraulic lifting cylinder 2) (fig. 3) is articulated at
the end of cylinder liner on the rotary platform, and at the end of rod - on the tilting arm of the
crane.
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Fig. 3. Hydraulic lifting cylinder

3.3. Hydraulic extension cylinder
Hydraulic cylinder [2, 3] for extending the crane arm (hydraulic extension cylinder 3) (fig. 4) is
articulated at the end of cylinder liner on the tilting arm, and at the end of rod it is fixed on the
extendable arm.

Fig. 4. Hydraulic extension cylinder

3.4. Brake valves
Brake valves [1, 4] 4 (fig. 5) are fixed on hydraulic cylinders 2 and 3.

Fig. 5. Brake valves
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3.5. Worm geared brake motor
Worm geared brake motor 5 (Fig. 6) [1, 5, 6, 7] is placed with the fixed part on the welding machine
frame, and with the mobile part on the rotary platform of the crane.

Fig. 6. Worm geared brake motor

4. Operation of the rotary crane hydraulic installation
The functional role of the rotary crane within the structure of a railway track welding machine is to
maneuver and position the welding head above the rails to be welded.
The diagram of the rotary crane hydraulic installation is presented in fig. 7 below.

Fig. 7. The diagram of the rotary crane hydraulic installation
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Proportional battery directional control valve 1 directs flow from the pump to the lifting or extension
cylinders and to the hydraulic motor that rotates the crane platform. The slide valves of the
directional control valve make crossing sections proportional to size of the variable electrical signal
(0 ... 10 V). The LS pressure signal is sent to pump which changes its capacity depending on the
proportional electrical signal applied to the directional control valve. Possibility of achieving a
variable flow rate actually means possibility of achieving variables speeds for lifting and extending
the crane arm. Lifting and lowering of the crane arm is done by hydraulic cylinders 2.1 and 2.2.
Circuit A1 performs lifting of the arm, and circuit B1 - lowering. Brake valves 5.1 and 5.2 prevent
accelerated lowering of the crane arm. Extension and retraction of the crane arm is done by
hydraulic cylinders 3.1 and 3.2. Circuit A2 performs extension of the arm, and circuit B2 - lowering.
Brake valves 5.3 and 5.4 prevent accelerated retraction of the crane arm. Rotating of the crane
platform is done by hydraulic engine 4. Circuit A3 performs rotation in a direction, and circuit B3 - in
the opposite direction of rotation. Worm geared brake motor reduces the rotational speed of 105
rpm received from hydraulic motor to 1 rpm required to rotate the crane platform. Brake valve 5.5
prevents uncontrolled rotating of the rotary crane (under the action of the force of wind).
5. Conclusions
The hydraulic installation of the rotary crane within the structure of a train or tram tracks welding
machine performs the intended functions:
- lifting: up / down;
- extension: outside / inside;
- rotation: left / right.
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Abstract: This paper presents aspects related to the use of a cylinder with two piston rods. Beside a multiposition cylinder, it is a pneumatic actuator. In this article two kind of circuits using a multi-position cylinder
are presented: one pneumatic circuit and one electro-pneumatic circuit. The pneumatic circuit comprises the
following devices: compressed air supply, a start-up valve with filter control valve, a 5/2 way solenoid valve, a
3/2 way solenoid valve and a multi-position cylinder. Furthermore, an electro-pneumatic circuit comprises:
compressed air supply, an air filter, a 5/2 way solenoid impulse valve, a 3/2 way solenoid valve, a multiposition cylinder, relay, lamp and a valve solenoid. The design and simulation of both schemes from this
article is done in FluidSim software from Festo.
Keywords: Multi-position cylinder, pneumatic circuit, electro-pneumatic circuit, electrical scheme

1. Introduction
Actuators are constructed by connecting two cylinders of the same piston diameter but of different
maximum stroke. The maximum stroke of the second piston must be larger than that of the
previous one. When moving back, an intermediate stop requires a particular control. The shorter
maximum stroke is half of the maximum stroke, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Multi-position cylinder

The main characteristics of a multi-position cylinder, [1]:
 Mounting hole pattern to ISO 21287;
 2...5 cylinders can be combined;
 Four position settings.
Adjustable parameters and symbol of a multiple position cylinder are shown in Fig. 2, below:
Designation

Range

Value

Unit

Piston diameter

10-3...1

2·10-2

m

Piston rod diameter

10-3...1

8·10-3

m

Total stroke

10-3...2

2·10-1

m

Piston position

10-3...2

0

m

Intermediate position

10-3...1

0

m

Fig. 2. Adjustable parameters and symbol
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2. The circuits with multi-position cylinder
A pneumatic installation is an interconnected set of devices that convert compressed air into
mechanical work, [2].
In the table below the component devices used in the pneumatic scheme are presented.
Table 1: The devices of the first pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

Start-up valve with filter control valve

1

5/2 way solenoid valve

1

3/2 way solenoid valve

1

Multi-position cylinder

1

The first pneumatic circuit studied has one cylinder with two piston rods, Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Pneumatic circuit using multi-position cylinder

Operator presses the S1 button belonging to the 5/2 way solenoid valve with spring, [3].
Both piston rods move from point a0 to point a1. After that, both piston rods return from point a1 to
point a0, because the 5/2 way valve has a spring, Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Pneumatic scheme with multi-position cylinder. Simulation I

If operator presses S2 button belonging to the 3/2 way solenoid valve with spring, [4], the piston
rod moves from point a0 to point a2. After that, this piston rod returns from point a2 to point a0,
because of the spring of this 3/2 way solenoid valve, Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Pneumatic scheme with multi-position cylinder. Simulation II
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The diagrams given show variation of the following functional parameters of the multi-position
cylinder 1 (Multi-cyl 1-1), Fig. 6:
 Position 1 – x1 [mm];
 Velocity 1 – v1 [m/s];
 Position 2 – x2 [mm];
 Velocity 2 – v2 [m/s].

Fig. 6. Diagrams of parameters variations from the multi-cyl 1-1

Furthermore, an electro-pneumatic circuit with multi-position cylinder is studied, as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Electro-pneumatic circuit using multi-position cylinder
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Table 2 below shows the component devices used in the pneumatic scheme, [5].
Table 2: The devices of the electro-pneumatic scheme
Description

Number of components

Compressed air supply

1

Air filter

1

5/2 way solenoid impulse valve

1

3/2 way solenoid valve

1

Multi-position cylinder

1

Relay

3

Lamp

3

Valve solenoid

3

If operator presses S3 button, both piston rods of the multi-position cylinder (2) move from point b0
to point b1 and lamp 1 shows a yellow signal, Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Electro-pneumatic circuit using multi-position cylinder. Simulation I

If operator presses S4 button, both piston rods of the multi-position cylinder (2) move from point b1
to point b0 and lamp 2 shows green signal, Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Electro-pneumatic circuit using multi-position cylinder. Simulation II

Finally, if operator presses S5 button, the second piston rod of the multi-position cylinder (2) moves
from point b1 to point b2. After that, this piston rod returns from point b2 to point b0, because of the
spring of the 3/2 way solenoid valve and lamp 3 shows red signal, Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Electro-pneumatic circuit using multi-position cylinder. Simulation III
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3. Conclusions
The circuit schemes presented allow experimental verification of a multi-position cylinder. The main
advantage of a multi-position cylinder is that this type of cylinder can use either one piston rod or
both pistons rods. Using a single piston rod a small force is obtained in a reciprocating linear
motion, but if a higher force is needed, then both pistons rods are used.
The presented pneumatic scheme has two simulations and the electro-pneumatic scheme has
three simulations.
For a better choice of a multi-position cylinder in the design of pneumatic and electro-pneumatic
installations, it is recommended that simulation methods should be used beforehand.
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